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Foreword
Media Monitors has been monitoring the media’s performance around Zimbabwe’s political transition for a year (November
2017 to November 2018) gathering empirical evidence.
This is in line with the organization’s mandate to promote high levels of reporting and access to quality information.
This research has been informed by results of the monitoring which have shown that the local journalism platforms have faced
numerous difficulties in reporting the country’s political transition. These challenges include, unbalanced coverage, inaccurate
presentation of facts, marginalization of weaker groups among others.
To enhance debate and understanding around the performance of the media, Media Monitors invited contributions from
Zimbabwean journalists and academics to reflect and give their perspectives on a range of subjects.
This publication is edited by renowned journalist, Cris Chinaka, and is a culmination of collaboration between Media Monitors
and the contributors. It offers multiple insights on issues that Zimbabwean media should be focusing on.
The views expressed by these contributions are those of the authors but none the less enrich our appreciation of Zimbabwean
journalism. They are also a celebration of academic freedom even where the status of media freedom is being questioned.
Media Monitors is grateful to OSISA for sponsorship to enable this publication.
We hope that it contributes to the curation of knowledge and views about an important subject.
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Zimbabwe media needs to
change to survive
Editor’s Note
Zimbabwe’s mainstream media is in the dock. It stands
accused of poor service, but - alongside many politicians
- it sees little that’s fatally flawed in its general condition.
Like elsewhere around the world, the legacy media’s value is
under the spotlight over a range of old-age standard questions
such as accuracy, balance, fairness and relevance.
This book - Change of Guard, Zimbabwe Media: Mugabe
to Mnangagwa Transition - is a collection of reflections by
some Zimbabwean journalists and academics on some of the
issues the media is facing today.
Is the media covering the Zimbabwean story in its fullness, its
breadth, depth and diversity? Is the reporting sound and
sober, strong and sensitive or superficial, shrill and sensational?
Can the world count on the media to recount these stories without
getting lost in hyper-partisan politics and hyperpersonalisation in the presentation of national problems?
This collection covering a year-long political transition, from former
President Robert Mugabe’s fall, to his successor Emmerson
Mnangagwa’s first year in power, includes a scrutiny of the
operating political and legal environment for the media.

we are obliged to take corrective measures.”
“We must remind those behind the current treacherous
shenanigans, that when it comes to protecting matters of our
revolution the military will not hesitate to step in”.
Army tanks moved onto the streets a couple of days after the
general’s statement, and within a week Mugabe had - under
threat of impeachment - surrendered power to Mnangagwa, a
deputy president he had fired earlier in the same month
of November.
This research work and collection shows that, from a media
perspective, Zimbabwe’s transition has so far largely resembled
“a change with continuity” - securing ZANU-PF in office and is
going on addressing the challenges before it in a manner that
does not threaten its power.
For the media, these challenges, documented in this publication
are legal, ethical, structural and operational.
These are also about addressing skills and capacity in Zimbabwe’s
mainstream media.

It also covers issues of self-censorship, gender, freedom of
expression, social media and the rise of “fake”, false and misleading
news.
Ironically the starting point of the focus of this collection is on a
dramatic event which Zimbabwe’s state-controlled media, did not
and could not cover while Mugabe was still in power.
On the 13th of November 2017, Zimbabwe Defence Forces
Commander, General Constantino Chiwenga, addressed a press
conference expressing the army’s grave concern over “reckless
utterances by politicians from the ruling party denigrating the
military which is causing alarm and despondency within the rank
and file”.
In a show of strength, Chiwenga was flanked by dozens of fellow
generals as he warned Mugabe against “the purging within ZANU
PF of members of the party with a liberation background” which
he said was being masterminded by “counter revolutionaries”
who had infiltrated the ruling party to destroy it from within.
While it was beyond doubt that with this warning, the army was
stepping directly into the power struggle that was raging in the
governing party, the media was slow in picking and
interpreting this.
This was a clear signal that Zimbabwe was on the verge of a
dramatic power shift, which General Chiwenga underlined by
declaring that: “It is pertinent to restate that the Zimbabwe
Defence Forces remain the major stockholder in respect to the
gains of the liberation struggle and when these are threatened
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Reflection on reportage during the
transitional period:
Factors that influenced journalists’ and editors’ stance on issues

Picture Credit: Getty Images

When longtime Zimbabwean president Robert Mugabe
fell during the night of November 17 2017 after 37
years at the helm two factors came immediately into
play regarding the way the media would cover the
transition from his rule to a new military-backed
administration. These were the military fear-factor and
media capture both which grossly encumbered the
media environment.

The media reported on the need for sweeping electoral reforms
so as to ensure an outcome that would be universally accepted.
The media reported on contestants, that is, parties and
candidates, and their manifestos. But the success or failure of
this endevour was quantified by observer missions which
roundly condemned Zimbabwean as not up to scratch.

Media’s role is critical in society, especially during transititional
processes but this role can only be fairly executed in an
environment conducive to the free flow of information and
ideas, and devoid of fear and intimidation.

As editors and their journalists trudged along in reporting the
Zimbabwe electoral story, they were mindful of dangers and
minefields that lay ahead; just over six months after the ouster
of Mugabe in a military coup which catapulted into power his
former aide and deputy, Emmerson Mnangagwa. There was
palpable fear among media practitioners of the new military
establishment that emerged. It was rare to find in the newsrooms
editors and journalists from the private media after hours.
Unconfirmed reports were abound military intelligence had
put under surveillance all newsrooms thought to be averse
to the coup.

The media’s role during the electoral cycles surrounding
Zimbabwe's July 30 elections was to provide information on
the electoral process by giving oversight over the legal
framework; the voting system; voter education; voters’
registration; the political environment; and the electoral body,
the Zimbabwe Electoral Commission (ZEC), and, very importantly
to assess its independence and credibility.
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A number of editors from the private press briefly sought
sanctuary in neighboring South Africa during the coup in fear
of being caught up in the dragnet "to arrest criminals around
Mugabe." In hindsight, some of them were justified to take
the gap to South Africa as they were, rightly or wrongly, linked
to the ZANU PF G40 faction that was said to be vehemently
opposed to Mnangagwa succeeding Mugabe.

provide balanced information considering that the military had
now become the sole source and distributor of government
information. The seizure of the public broadcaster had an
adverse impact on the reportage of the transitional period, the
July 2018 elections and the aftermath of the polls, particularly
in the wake of the gunning down of six unarmed civilians in
the streets of Harare on August 1 2018.

When the army seized power in the dead of the night in
November 2017, Major General Sibusiso Moyo, who announced
the coup on national television, reminded all and sundry that
the media should report "responsibly." To editors and, by
extension, their journalists, this was a loaded statement which
literally sent shivers down the spines of many a media personnel,
including publishers and even vendors.

Protests erupted on the day after the main opposition deemed
ZEC was delaying the announcement of elections in order to
manipulate the results. The protests turned violent and property
was destroyed. The government deployed the army to quell
the violence resulting in the death of six people. The reporting
of the events of that day showed how constrained journalists
were to report the truth. The private media picked up only the
six deaths and neglected to report the preceding violence,
while the public media picked on the violent protests and
destruction of property and underplayed the deaths.

Uncharted territory
Since independence in 1980, media practitioners were in
uncharted territory. Should they tell it as it was and be damned,
or conform to the safe dictates of political correctness?
Editors and journalists were in a dilemma whether to call
Mugabe's ouster a coup or not a coup. This was compounded
by the fact that the change of government had been universally
accepted. Worldview seemed to be that any change of
government in Harare was necessarily good. With Moyo's
chilling "report responsibly" statement still echoing in their
minds, the word coup was avoided like the plague with most
journalists preferring to use the new government’s mantra that
it was a military intervention that led to a “new dispensation”
taking over the reins of power.
Moyo's statement on national television at a time when all
citizens were glued to their screens to watch the drama of
Mugabe's power dissipating, resulted in outright self-censorship
not only in the state-controlled public media but also in the
private press.
The situation was worsened by the assault of journalists who
went to the army headquaters at KG6 Barracks to cover another
mid-night conference by the military elite.

Dire situation
The situation was very dire at the public broadcaster, the
Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC), which had been
seized by the military. It is on record that some journalists,
specifically newscasters, were assaulted by soldiers at Pockets
Hill, the seat of the public broadcaster, when they took control
of the station. The military has remained at ZBC to this day;
allegedly maintaining a helicopter-view of operations at the
public broadcaster.
The situation was not conducive for editors and journalists to
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The centralisation of information by the military which rendered
the Ministry of Media, Information and Publicity virtually
comatose, created a huge vacuum for the media, leading to
the peddling of false news and fake narratives, not only in the
mainstream traditional media but also on social media.
Editors and journalists, required by media ethics to be
professional and ethical at all times even as they chase deadlines,
threw caution to the wind. Instead of staying above the fray
they became part of it. It was then that the private media
turned against the military-backed administration and began
to refer to it more as the “junta” with all the negative
connotations accompanying the word. The public media dug
in, in support of the administration.

Hard task
Impartiality became a difficult task for most journalists during
the elections due to the fear factor posed by the military with
some previously respected media personnel acting as political
commissars of ZANU PF and MDC Alliance, the two main
contesting parties. It was common to see state media journalists
and support staff clad in the campaign regalia of the main
presidential candidates, particularly Zanu PF frontman Emmerson
Mnangagwa, clearly casting doubt on the professionalism of
Zimbabwe’s public media, something, vividly captured in several
observer mission reports.
In the end media neglected their important role of helping
voters make informed choices and vote according to their free
will. Information about the electoral processes and the political
environment was poisoned by partisanship and the polarized
political environment. Reports on the political parties, their
candidates and manifestos, became biased as journalists took
sides, so the political dynamics at play were relegated
to insignificance.
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During the run-up to the July polls partisan coverage came to
the fore more and more. The public or state media rallied
behind the ruling party while the private media provided largely
favourable coverage to the opposition. This was a regression
to the old situation of media polarization which had in some
respects improved soon after the coup, evidenced by the
invitation of hundreds of foreign media organisations and their
journalists to cover the coup, it's aftermath, the pre- and postelection periods.
As clearly captured in various reports of local, regional and
international observer mission reports, local reportage of the
elections in the legacy media indeed failed to meet acceptable
reporting standards, including the minimum standards outlined
in the SADC Guidelines on holding elections in a democracy.
Journalists’ role is to give their audiences factual, accurate and
balanced news and information in an impartial way; they fell
short on this during the transitional period, during the elections
and in the aftermath of the polls.
The Zimbabwe National Editors Forum continued nonetheless
to urge the media and journalists to stick to the basics: that
is being professional and ethical despite the volatile operating
environment and media capture, another factor which had a
bearing on how the media reported the coup and elections.

BY N JABU L O N C U BE
Njabulo Ncube is the National Coordinator of the Zimbabwe National
Editors Forum, former deputy Editor of Southern Eye in Bulawayo
and former Assistant Editor of The Financial Gazette. He is also
freelance journalist for Sunday Times, South Africa and the Legal
Monitor. Ncube sits on the board of the Voluntary Media Council
of Zimbabwe and is a former chairperson of the Media Institute of

Fighting captures

Southern Africa, Zimbabwe Chapter.

ZINEF has been against media capture by any definition and
emphasised during this critical period that the editors should
always remember, despite the harsh operating circumstances,
that their real masters were the audiences not politicians,
business and owners of the media.
There was also the growing phenomenon of journalists from
different media houses joining the political fray. But ZINEF’s
position as a collective was clear on this: if one wanted to
contest in the elections, they had to first resign and then pursue
politics from outside the newsroom, and if they lost, they could
not come back immediately because they already had vested
interest in the political formations they tried to represent.
Although journalists have a constitutional right to get involved
in politics, it must not compromise the media profession and
ethical journalism.
In conclusion the Zimbabwe traditional media exposed itself
during the period under review. A kind of operation to restore
sanity and professionalism is needed. Editors and journalists
should collectively fight to defend media freedom and
professional and ethical journalism without fear or favour.
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Is self-censorship a problem in
Zimbabwe’s media?
...

and how does it manifest in reporting local tensions, conflict?

Picture Credit: Google Images

Zimbabwe has been scarred by conflict since its
founding in 1980 and the media has partly borne the
brunt of the conflict particularly since the turn of the
millennium.
To thrive, media practitioners, as a defence mechanism, have
fitted themselves into enclaves that defend certain beliefs and
standpoints and “distance themselves from a full awareness
of unpleasant thoughts, feelings and behaviours”. [1]
This has resulted in the polarization of the media that has
driven journalists into self-censorship.
“Self-censorship is the act of censoring or classifying one's
own work, out of fear of, or deference to, the sensibilities of
others, without overt pressure from any specific party or
institution of authority.” [2]

Which conflicts?
Which conflicts have shaped the Zimbabwean media and how
have they achieved this?
Ethnic-based suspicions thrive twenty years after the end of
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Gukurahundi, a period between 1982-87 when former President
Robert Mugabe sent into southwestern Zimbabwe a crack
North-Korea-trained military brigade to suppress an insurgency
by a disgruntled unit of former freedom fighters within a largely
Ndebele speaking region. The enormity of Gukurahundi has
been classified as genocide by the Internationl Association of
Genocide Scholars. [3]
The people generally referred to as Shona are themselves hardly
a homogenous lot. Intra-Shona rivalry is founded on regionalism.
During the liberation war of the 1970s their “struggles within
the struggle” were documented and have continued unto this
day. But the intraparty struggles became ever fiercer as each
sub-grouping positioned itself to take over after
Mugabe’s demise.
There has also been some underlying racial tension over the
years. Racial divisions although always under the surface since
the 1970s war were accentuated with the implementation of
land reform beginning at the turn of the millennium which
according to the former Minister of Justice the late Eddison
Zvobgo became a “racist enterprise” . Mugabe argued land
reform was done to correct historical imbalances where prior
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to independence the white community in Rhodesia had enjoyed
privileges - primarily land ownership - denied Africans. But
analysts said it was the vengeful wrath of a despot unused to
strong political opposition which the white community
generally backed.

Political divisions
The political divisions that intensified with the formation of
the MDC in 1999 have been the most divisive conflict in the
past two decades. The fight for democracy that started in
earnest when Mugabe sought to impose a one-party state
system has polarised the whole Zimbabwean community.
Mugabe made it clear after winning the independence elections
in 1980 that he wished to establish a one-party Marxist-Leninist
state and he preferred to rule that state for the rest of his life.
Although it became impossible and impractical to force the
ideology on the country, he all but managed to achieve his
main goal of life-presidency until he was deposed in a coup
in November 2017. But that coup, which seemed to get universal
support at first, has divided the country in ways that make it
difficult to achieve reconciliation in the short-to-medium term.
The Zimbabwean conflict is therefore multifaceted: it is about
ethnicity, regionalism, and racialism and, above all, it is about
power politics - the distribution of power and interests.
This many-sided nature of the conflict has compartmentalized
the profession of journalism as reporters respond to an urge
to belong to groups and defend their standpoints.
An IWPR report says, “Many reporters feel strongly about their
kin and their homeland. This is natural, especially when they
may be under threat. Journalists are, after all, human too, and
often identify - consciously or not - with their community, which
can be defined by region, language, religion, ethnicity
or nationality.” [4]
But this identification with kin, or with a single cause, has
brought about a partisan approach to reporting that conflicts
with journalistic principles of objectivity and balance. Journalists
have sacrificed accuracy, impartiality and fairness
for groupthink.
“Groupthink is the practice of thinking or making decisions as
a group in a way that discourages creativity or individual
responsibility. Groupthink is a psychological phenomenon that
occurs within a group of people, in which the desire for harmony
or conformity in the group results in an irrational or dysfunctional
decision-making outcome.” [5]
The polarization of the Zimbabwean media should be viewed
in the context of groupthink.
The situation is not peculiar to Zimbabwe. In 2005 Francis B
Nyamnjoh in a paper titled Racism, Ethnicity and the Media in
Africa: Reflections, inspired by studies of xenophobia in
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Cameroon and South Africa wrote:
“One of the main findings of that study was that the media
have assumed a partisan, highly politicised, militant role in
Africa. They have done so by dividing citizens into the righteous
and the wicked, depending on their political party, ideological,
regional, cultural or ethnic belonging.”
Using the Cameroonian experience Nyamnjoh ”sought to
understand how scapegoatism, partisanship, and regional and
ethnic tendencies in the media have affected their liberal
democratic responsibility to act as honest, fair and neutral
mediators - accessible to all and sundry.” [6]
Journalists in both the private and public media are also guilty
of this groupthink. The private media rarely ever scrutinize the
actions of opposition leadership. The same is true of journalists
in the public sector who neither question nor speak truth to
power. Every issue is treated in a way that avoids offending
certain sensibilities.
This is a form of self-censorship called political correctness,
defined as, “conforming to a belief that language and practices
which could offend political sensibilities should
be eliminated.” [7]
This political correctness has gravely undermined Zimbabwean
media because it amounts to misinformation. Media houses
across the political divide have peddled false or inaccurate
information in a manner that amounts to deliberate deception.
A simple example of this during the run-up to the general
elections of 31 July 2018 was the estimates of the numbers
who attended political rallies. The words “bumper” and “paltry”
came into vogue. The private media, generally pro-MDC-Alliance,
described or gave the impression that MDC-A rallies were
always larger that Zanu-PF by using “bumper” to describe the
former, and “paltry” to describe the latter. The opposite was
true in the public media.
Another major theme of election reportage was the organization
of the rallies. The public media attributed the huge crowds at
MDC Alliance leader Nelson Chamisa’s rallies to the “bussing”
of supporters while the private media claimed coercion as the
reason behind Mnangagwa’s huge rallies. It could have been
both but reporters did not bring balance to their reports.
Common headlines in the run-up to elections were predictable
• Mnangagwa rally flops , Zanu-PF in panic
mode - Business Daily
• MDC Alliance demo flops The Herald
• Chamisa gets massive boost - The Standard
• Chamisa's Masvingo rally to attract 50 000 people NewsDay Zimbabwe
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It was clear private newspapers found it politically correct to
report positively about MDC-Alliance and negatively about
Zanu-PF, while the public media also sought to report positively
about Zanu-PF and negatively against MDC-Alliance.
The purpose was to sway the public about which political party
had bigger popular support. Tragically the substance of the
messages propounded by the party leaders at the rallies was
lost through this disinformation.
Likewise when MDC-A president Nelson Chamisa told his rallies
that he would not accept election results in which he was not
the winner, the private media did not censure him. But the
same private media were quick to condemn Zanu PF’s Terence
Mukupe and Josiah Hungwe when they said Zanu PF did not
stage a coup to accept the result that did not favour them only
a few months down the line. The public media did the exact
reverse: condemned Chamisa without doing the same for
Mukupe and Hungwe.
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The trouble with political correctness is that it not only goes
against journalism ethics but also kills individual creativity and
creative thinking as everyone is forced into consensus thinking.
Whereas consensus thinking might work in cooperatives, it
doesn’t in newsrooms because what is taken to be a consensus
position is actually the position of a dominant member who
could be the editor or any other mindguard in the group. Its
other pitfall is that members cease to take responsibly for
wrong decisions.
“When all think alike, then no one is thinking.” - Walter
Lippman (1889 - 1974). This adage aptly summarizes the
character of Zimbabwean newsrooms.
“Providing reliable information to support responsible public
debate, hold officials accountable, and inform the decisions of
the electorate - these are the underlying tasks of the media in
a democratic society.” [8]
But this was thrown out the window during the
transitional period.
Answering a question on how journalism should be practiced
in the age of Donald Trump, Marty Baron, the executive editor
of The Washington Post is famously quoted as saying: "The
answer, I believe, is pretty simple. Just do our job. Do it as it’s
supposed to be done"[9]

BY N E VAN JI M ADAN HI RE
Nevanji Madanhire has worked as a journalist since 1990 and has
edited four national newspapers namely, Financial Gazette, Business
Tribune, The Standard and NewsDay.

In other words the media’s core contribution to democracy and
development is responsible, fact-based reporting. [10] And selfcensorship flies in the face of this.
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The media and Zimbabwe’s
political transition
Media capture by politics and business - Implications on
professionalism and quality of news
The reporting patterns in Zimbabwe reflects a state
of media capture by both politics and business. I argue
that this capture has a significant bearing in the manner
that the media covered three recent events in
Zimbabwe’s politics; that is, the November 2017 military
intervention, the July 2018 general elections and the
current economic crisis.

Capture by politics and advertisers
I argue that the Zimbabwean media’s behavior during these
three momentous events should be understood properly within
the political economic approach to the media (Golding and
Murdock 2005; McChesney 1952) - an approach that studies
the power influence exerted by advertisers, politics and owners
on media content. Media capture by politics and advertisers
ensconces Zimbabwe’s media system within Hallin and Mancini’
(2004) ‘polarised pluralist’ model.

and the range of information presented to the public. As the
government wields significant power in ownership and control
of public media, Zimbabwe’s public media finds itself
compromised as regards the coverage of national issues.
Over the years, Zimbabwean state owned media has been
accused of being captured by politicians judging by its cozy
and uncritical relationship with the ruling party, while the
private media also appears captured by opposition politics and
advertisers (Chuma 2013; Muneri 2012).
During the build-up to the expulsion of President Emmerson
Mnangagwa,then Vice President by former President Robert
Mugabe from both ZANU PF and government, state owned
media (print and electronic) were all complicity with ZANU PF
in denigrating Emmerson Mnangagwa, describing him as overly
ambitious, disobedient and deserving to be expelled from
government and the party.

The notion of political pluralism is largely attributed to Hallin
and Mancini’s comparative study of media systems between
Western and Southern European countries. They described a
‘polarised pluralist’ media model as largely characterised by
a high degree of political parallelism, relatively low levels of
journalistic professionalism, with the state playing a central,
interventionist role in the media (Chuma 2013; Muneri 2012).

Coup politics and the public media

In Zimbabwe, the political system has created an environment
in which party politics and the media are closely integrated.
As Muneri (2012) observes, the media tend to be polarised
along party politics, with government-owned media fully
supportive of the ruling party while privately owned newspapers
leaning towards opposition political figures and issues. The
media are used as instruments of struggle in conflicts, by both
the ruling party (ZANU-PF) and by opposition parties, Movement
for Democratic Change (MDC) and others struggling against
each other. Thus, the media coverage of the three moments
mentioned above mirrors the bifurcated nature of
national politics.

However, when it became clear that Emmerson Mnangagwa
was gaining foothold and support from the military after fleeing
the country - and particularly during the street protests against
Mugabe and the closed door coercion by the military for
Mugabe to step down - the public media began downplaying
its erstwhile hostile tone towards Mnangagwa.

The public media married to ruling party
Within the political economic perspective, media ownership
and control are critical in terms of understanding media content
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The public media clearly played into the hands of Robert
Mugabe as he looked firmly in control of both the party and
government, apparently avoiding any signs that could have
been interpreted as siding with Mnangagwa who, at the point,
did not seem to wield any power.

It is important to note that the state owned media shifted its
stance only when it became clear that the levers of power
were shifting towards Mnangagwa and away from Robert
Mugabe. The state media changed from constructing
Mnangagwa as a villain, to describing him as the victim, and
later, the hero who would come back to save Zimbabwe after
Mugabe’s ruinous political antics. There was also no attempt
to critically engage with questions over whether this transition
may be viewed as a coup or not, despite growing
debates elsewhere.
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It is the role of the media to critically engage with audiences
on matters of public concern, particularly issues that ordinary
members of the public may not have clear comprehension. In
view of the public media’s consistently uncritical reportage of
these issues, and its overt allegiance with the winning side,
the public media clearly compromised journalistic cannons of
neutrality, objectivity and independence.

to wean itself from what was clearly a cozy relationship with
the ruling party and the state. Zimbabwean public media has
never been critical of the state even in cases where the state
might have been perceived as having failed in its discharge of
public administration. The embedding and capture of the public
media within the fold of state and party politics continue to
manifest to the present day.

It is important to also highlight that the crisis of the public
media in Zimbabwe is compounded by the conflation between
the state and the party as ZANU PF has control and dominance
in government, giving it unbridled latitude of control over state
institutions, including the public media.

Private media

Fighting for the party, 2018 elections
The July 2018 elections showed how Zimbabwe’s public media
played into the hands of the sitting government - which by
extension, is the ruling ZANU PF party.
In various reports produced by Media Monitors Zimbabwe, the
public media consistently gave more coverage to the ruling
party campaigns and whenever it covered the opposition, the
coverage was mostly negative. Even more critical is that some
journalists from the state media left the newsroom to participate
in party politics by campaigning for public office under ZANU
PF. While this might be construed as exercising political rights
by citizens as enshrined in the Constitution, the greatest
aberration of journalism principles of neutrality and
independence was compromised when the same journalists
returned to the newsroom after losing in primaries. The apparent
conflict of interest arising from this development is a cause for
concern within the journalism community.
Post the July 2018 disputed elections, the public media
acknowledge a deepening economic crisis. It is the role of the
press to interrogate, comment, critique and present on these
issues in ways that allow the public to make informed decisions
about how they can participate in government’s
developmental agenda.
I argue that the public media’s seemingly blind allegiance to
party politics and uncritical interrogation of the contemporary
economic crisis has roots again in the conflation between
government and party politics. Immediately post the 1980
independence, the ruling party was bent on Marxism slant that
successfully informed the liberation struggle, and its view of
the public media was that it had to play a supportive and
facilitative role of government developmental agenda by being
the mouthpiece of the government’s policies.
These developments were later responsible for a contemporary
form of public journalism described by Chuma (2013) as
“patriotic journalism”. Admittedly, using public media to convey
government policy was to a large extent successful as the state
rolled out a successful “education for all” policy and child
immunization in all provinces of the country.
However, in response to the democratization wave in the late
1980s into the 1990s, the public media has never attempted
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In addition to insights provided by the political economic
approach to the media, it is also important to note that the
context of the development of the Zimbabwean private media
has a particular historical imperative of the early 1990s
democratization wave in which the African public sphere is
seen to have been opened up in response to global pressures
to privatize national institutions and open up the media to
private entrepreneurs.
Arguably, the political economic approach to the study of the
media and the drive by international financiers in the early
1990s to privatize and democratize the media space across
Africa are all illustrative in providing a context within which
the private press developed in Zimbabwe, as well as how it
covers national events including those that I highlighted as
central to this argument.
Comparative to the pubic media, the Zimbabwean private
media reported the November 2017 military assisted transition
in ways that are radically different. Virtually all the private press
in Zimbabwe closely reported the events leading to the expulsion
of now President Emerson Mnangagwa from both the
government and the party, but even though it raised the critical
question over whether the military assisted transition was a
coup or not, there seemed to be little interest in pursuing this
debate further than celebrating Mugabe’s deposition.

Media business: chasing the illusive dollar
What was clear from this was the economic imperative
outlined by the political economic approach to the
study of the media in which the media are first and
foremost described as capitalist enterprises bent on
making profit, and less moved by the so-called public
service imperative. More specifically, the private press
was more pre-occupied by prospects of economic turnaround post Mugabe - a development that would bear
direct fruits for the already struggling media businesses.
Advertisers are the lifeblood of the media, and a positive
change in the economic fortunes of the country heralds the
much needed advertising revenue that the private press has
been chasing with elusive success. As Chuma noted (2005),
the economic challenges frustrating the viability of the media
business in Zimbabwe is such that the private media, focus
much of its attention to delivering value to advertisers by selling
its audiences rather than serving the public interest.
As such, even if the central question to the November 2017
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military assisted transition could have been on issues around
whether a coup would herald future coups in Zimbabwe, it
might not have been of immediate interest to the private media
which saw the potential turn-around of the Zimbabwean
economy under new leadership as a possible end to the troubles
of media entrepreneurs in the country.

the November military assisted transition, the July 2018
Harmonised elections as well as the prevailing economic crisis.
Using the political economic approach to the study of the
media, the study locates the problems of increasingly
deteriorating journalism standards to the capture of the media
by both business and politicians.

Democracy for sustainability
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This is the context within which Zimbabwean private press
developed. So when we analyse the manner in which the
private press covered the July 2018 general elections - as it
did preceding elections - it is important to note that the private
press was, as usual, driven by the commercial imperative
wherein it is in the media business’ interest that the economic
fortunes of Zimbabwe improves.
The above can also not be divorced from the coverage
of the current economic crisis bedeviling the country.
The private press continue to run headlines and features
critiquing the current political dispensation’s ability
to deliver an economic turn-around for the nation. It
does so fiercely because, as explained by the political
economic approach, an improved economy guarantees
a d v e r t i s e rs a n d l i f e b l o o d f o r t h e m e d i a .

Conclusion
This paper contextualises the Zimbabwean media’s reportage
of three momentous occasions in Zimbabwe’s political history:
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Media structures and news
production
The channels of expression in Zimbabwe, particularly
the country’s mainstream media are in a few hands.
On the surface, there seems to be semblance of plurality
in Zimbabwe’s print and electronic media. There are
also encouraging signs of enhanced access to the
internet and increased uptake of social media. While
this helicopter view of the Zimbabwean media suggests
the existence of multiple platforms for citizens to
express themselves and to access information, the
grim reality is that the Zimbabwean government is
directly and indirectly in control of the country’s main
channels of expression, especially the
mainstream media.
I argue that the only way the Zimbabwean media can
comprehensively cover elections in a fair, accurate, credible
and balanced manner is to transform the ownership structures,
which are concentrated in a few hands.
I strongly recommend that all state owned media must be
transformed not only to fulfil its constitutional obligations but
to restore public trust and confidence in the mainstream media
and the licencing of community broadcasting stations.
This article analyses the country’s media political economy and
assess how this impacted on the coverage of the July 30 2018
general elections.

Public, private ownership
Zimbabwe’s print media is structured along a dichotomy of
state-owned/controlled and private media, in a manner that
has not changed since the turn of the millennium. Government
has controlling stake of the widest circulating newspapers in
the country, all of which fall under the Zimbabwe Newspapers
(1980) Limited, Zimpapers. In addition, Zimpapers runs four
radio stations, one national and three regional stations and
was recently awarded with a television license. Their main
competitors in the print sector include Associated Newspapers
Zimbabwe (ANZ) and Alpha Media Holdings (AMH) both of
which publish daily and weekly newspapers.

Graphics by Media Monitors
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Beyond the government’s controlling stake in Zimpapers, the
state has 100% ownership and control of the Zimbabwe
Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC), which runs the country’s sole
free to air television station Zimbabwe Television (ZTV) as well
as 6 radio stations. The other main radio broadcasting player,
AB Communications is owned by former Information
Communication Technologies (ICT) Minister and the ruling
party the Zimbabwe African National Union Patriotic Front
(ZANU PF) Central Committee member Supa Mandiwanzira.
Like AB Communications, the remaining regional privately
owned stations are all owned by individuals with links to either
the government or ZANU PF.

Same pattern
The net result of this structure is that media performance in
the 2018 elections has followed similar patterns to trends
observed in previous elections. For example, following the
elections in 2013, the Zimbabwe Media Commission (ZMC),
which was part of the Electoral Commission’s Media Monitoring
Committee, concluded that, “the media has neither been fair,
objective or factual in the coverage of political parties and
players.”
While the environment has shifted slightly, with the entry of
new radio stations that did not cover previous elections in
Zimbabwe and less hate speech compared to the previous
elections augmented by positive media policy pronouncements;
the media in 2018 still did not present a fair, objective and
accurate representation of political parties and players.
One of the reasons why the Zimbabwean media perpetually
fail to meet the professional and legal obligations has been
the conflation of the state and the ruling party. There is little
to none distinction between government and the ruling party.
As such, state owned media, whose operations are time and
again funded by taxpayers, have an editorial inclination of
supporting the ruling party. Zimbabwe’s state controlled media
has pretty much normalised this, to the extent that it only
worsens during the electoral period.

No buffers
But perhaps even more significantly, there is no buffer between
the government and the state controlled media. The Mass
Media Trust, which was unlawfully disbanded, used to be one
such body that would ensure that there would at least be
subtle and indirect interference by government in the operations
of Zimpapers.
As it is, the individuals that call the shots at the Ministry of
Information are very influential in the editorial appointments
of Zimpapers. This effectively makes these appointments political
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and not professional. One cannot then expect these editors
to suddenly trade their political hats for the professional one
during the electoral period.
If anything, these editors would be under pressure to
demonstrate their loyalty to the conflated state and party
system both in their editorial content and indeed in other
spheres of their lives. During the 2018 elections, most
mainstream editors from the public media would often publicly
show their allegiance to the ruling party by openly and
unapologetically posting pictures wearing regalia associated
with the party. This unprofessional and illegal behaviour according to electoral statutes that govern media conduct in
Zimbabwe - was translated in the content that was produced
during the electoral period.
The private media, which as discussed in this paper only exists
in name in the electronic media but more operational in the
print media, at least for now, offered much more space to the
opposition. This could probably have been a business decision
on their part, given that most private newspapers circulate in
areas that are dominated by the opposition. In any case, the
open bias towards the conflated ruling party and government
by the state-controlled media created a ‘market space’ for the
opposition and their sympathisers. This to a large extent has
polarised the country’s media.
One area in which this polarisation was evident during the
2018 elections was the coverage of the electoral commission
by both the state-controlled and private media. Whereas, the
private media by and large portrayed the Zimbabwe Electoral
Commission (ZEC) in a negative manner, often amplifying the
rigging allegations propagated by the opposition, the statecontrolled media were a lot more sympathetic to the
Commission.
As a result, coverage of key electoral processes including
unpacking for media audiences the capacities and inadequacies
of the electoral commission and the net effect of that on the
results. It was almost as if both the private and public media
did not go beyond what would have been said by opposition
politicians in the case of the private media or by ZEC in the
case of the state controlled media.
Against this gloomy picture of the Zimbabwean political
economy of the media, it is necessary that there be urgent
reforms if the obtaining state of affairs is to improve in 2023.

Advocacy for reform
The recommendations will focus on how the state-owned
media ownership structures ought to be transformed.
Firstly, there is need to restore the Mass Media Trust that will
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act as a go between the government and media organisations
under the Zimpapers stable. The Trust should be composed of
professionals that have a proven track record in the media
industry and are adequately equipped to defend the editorial
independence of the Zimpapers in the public interest. The
Zimpapers group must report to the Trust and not to the
Minister of Information and the same should apply to the Chief
Executive and the editorial team. During elections and beyond,
aggrieved political parties should be able to hold Zimpapers
to account with redress.
Secondly there is need to transform the state controlled
Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC) into a public service
broadcaster.
Legislation that establishes the ZBC, including but not limited
to the ZBC Commercialisation Act must be repealed to usher
in a new framework for the establishment of a public broadcaster
that is not answerable to government but accountable to the
public in a transparent manner. Appointments to the ZBC
Board must be on merit and conducted through Parliament in
a transparent manner. If it is during an electoral period, the
ZBC should publicise their schedules, not only to ZEC as required
by the law but to the public as a proactive disclosure
of information.

BY NIGEL NYA M UT UM BU
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Finally, Zimbabwe needs community broadcasters that are can
cater for societal needs and further develop the country’s
media. Community broadcasting is not driven by profit and
is sustained at a local level or by the interest groups and as
such is strategic to counter the shortcomings of the mainstream
media.
Genuine community broadcasters are independent of the state
and can protect citizens from commercially driven interest that
drive the private media.
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Quality of reporting during the
military transition
...and the comrades who marched to a new tune

Picture Credit: Google Images

Between November 14 and 24 2017, Zimbabwean media
operated under strange circumstances. The military
temporarily took over the country from President Robert
Mugabe before he resigned and ceded power to his
exiled former Vice President Emmerson Mnangagwa.
Zimbabwe was experiencing a rare phenomenon that needed
to be documented comprehensively. This paper assesses the
quality of reportage exhibited by the local mainstream media
during this transition.

Heavy censorship on all local media platforms
The nature of reporting in the mainstream media appeared to
be driven by fear as indicated by the increased censorship in the
mainstream media. It seemed as though there was an invisible
hand influencing how the media was reporting on the events
that occurred during this period.
More critical information about what was happening in Harare
emanated from social media platforms and from the international
media. It was peculiar that local traditional media platforms
were being scooped by social media platforms and international
news agencies. This being a Zimbabwean development one
hoped the local media would dictate the pace as to how the
intervention was covered.

Lack of diversity in voices quoted during the transition
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The November 2017 transition affected all Zimbabweans
differently. It was the media’s duty to make sure they captured
varying reactions and perspectives on the issue. This was however
not the case in the local media’s reports. The voices of politicians
dominated news coverage during the military intervention, they
made up 44% of the recorded sources ahead of private citizens
(16%). The army, which led the transition, accounted for 11%
of the sources recorded followed by foreign envoys (6%) and
analysts (4%).
Ideally, the voices of analysts should have been enlisted to
interpret possible meanings and outcomes of events to the
public. As it was, the transition was presented in the media
through the eyes of politicians, the military and citizens.
Overall, sources from ZANU PF dominated views on the military
intervention. They made up 78% of the voices quoted in local
print and electronic media. This was probably because, Party
bigwig, Patrick Chinamasa had declared that the intervention
was an internal ZANU PF process. He was quoted as
having said;
What happened today has nothing to do with the
opposition, it has nothing to do with the national
government, we are cleansing our own party… We
were correcting our own mess, we have the majority
in Parliament, we can expel the President alone and
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we are the ruling party, so where does a coalition come
in, we don’t need them? ...The removal of (President)
Mugabe and his cabal was to enable us to go to
elections as a strong force after some rogue elements
had infiltrated the party1.

by the media before, during and after the military intervention.
A closer look at the headlines in The Herald between 6 and
24 November 2017 shows how power had shifted from the
Mugabes to the Zimbabwe Defence Forces and eventually to
Emmerson Mnangagwa.

The country’s main opposition party, Movement for Democratic
Change (MDC-T) then led by the now late Morgan Tsvangirai
accounted for 12% of all voices and other smaller political parties
accounted for 10% of the quoted voices. The skewed sourcing
patterns are reflective of media polarization, ownership and
control issues in the local media.

Strangely, the shift appeared to be automatic as the paper did
not question or interrogate the implications of what was
happening, which is indicative of a news platform lacking editorial
independence and has very little capacity to hold the authorities
accountable.

The state-controlled dailies of The Herald and Chronicle
exclusively quoted politicians from ZANU PF regarding the events
of the military intervention. In contrast the privately owned press
quoted politicians from the opposition, ordinary citizens and
‘progressive’ analysts.
This trend confirms that state owned media are duty bound to
serve the government of the day and private media are the voice
of opposition politics and marginalised constituents. Furthermore,
it can be argued that journalists from the private media do not
enjoy the same access to sources as journalists from state media
have to government authorities and ZANU PF politicians.

Contrasting headlines about personalities before,
during and after the intervention (The Herald)
Initial narrative

Changed narrative

• First Lady for VP: Provinces (6/11) • Youth league slams uncultured
First Lady (20/11)
• 9/10 Provinces back ED sacking

• 8 Provinces want President to
quit (18/11)
• EDenezer! (24/11)

• ZANU PF unfazed by Chiwenga
(15/11)

• ZDF hailed for upholding rights
(16/11)
• Custodians returning revolution
to source (16/11)
• In defense of the nation’s founding
values and, gains of
Independence (15/11)

• We will defend President
with our lives: Youths (15/11)

• Chipanga apologises, spills beans
• Chipanga under bus, Dangarembizi
sings (16/11)
• ZANU PF Youths blast Chipanga
(17/11)

Underrepresentation of women’s voices during the
military intervention
Women were grossly under sourced during the military
intervention. Their perspective was underrepresented in both the
electronic and print media. Women’s voices were heard 16% of
the time while men constituted 84%.
Thus, the “political transition” had a masculine characteristic in
which the newsmakers were the men in army camouflage and
ZANU PF male politicians in suits. This skewed distribution of
voices reflects the patriarchal nature of the Zimbabwean society.
It can be argued with plausibility that women shy from national
political processes and are absent in strategic decision-making
position both in government institutions and political party
structures. The media can also be blamed for under sourcing
women and failing to fairly alternate the views of women and
men on the military intervention.
There is need for training of journalists in alternative sourcing
and gender sensitive reporting so that stories are gender balanced
and there is a fair distribution of voices by women, men, boys
and girls. The media is also challenged to give a gendered
perspective on Zimbabweans’ aspirations and security concerns.

There was a dramatic shift in the prevailing narrative in the
media from the days preceding Emmerson Mnangagwa’s initial
dismissal as Vice President to his inauguration on the 24th of
November 2017.
There was a sharp contrast in the messages that were relayed
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Marching to a new tune
However, the same trend obtained after the army took over.
The voices of Mugabe and his allies faded from the government
media and were vilified more while Mnangagwa’s allies, the
likes of General Constantino Chiwenga, Oppah Muchinguri,
Chris Mutsvangwa and Patrick Chinamasa became more
prominent in news stories.

A bit more critical analysis in the Private press

Lack of editorial Independence

C H A N G E

Before the transition, statements by the Mugabes and their
allies, Saviour Kasukuwere, Professor Jonathan Moyo, Ignatius
Chombo and Patrick Zhuwawo were published as fact without
interrogation. There was no right of reply accorded to those who
had fallen out of their favour.

M E D I A :

During the same period, the private media afforded a voice to
political actors who had fallen out of ZANU PF’s favour.
Before November 16, the privately-owned media followed up
on the whereabouts of Emmerson Mnangagwa and gave him
a platform to comment on his dismissal. They also published the
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statement he posted whilst in exile which was ignored by the
state controlled media.

Missed opportunities

In addition, the privately-owned media also gave updates on
the developments that were happening in ZANU PF, their main
thrust was for the party to stop fighting amongst themselves
and focus on resuscitating the economy.

The occurrences of November 2017 were unique and
could be a once in a lifetime development in Zimbabwe,
which therefore required a vigilant and vibrant media
to document for the rest of he world what was
happening in the country.

They also interrogated the consequences of Mnangagwa’s
dismissal, as well as the implications of having President Mugabe
and his wife as President and vice among other issues. During
the course of the intervention they enlisted the help of political
analysts from civil society and academia to interpret the meaning
of some of the developments as highlighted in the
headlines below:

This was however not the case as the local media appeared to
be hesitant in their approach and as a result failed to critically
investigate what was going on in the country without fear or
favour. Save for the special editions that were published by The
Herald and NewsDay on the 15th of November 2017, few
innovations were developed by the local media to ensure full
surface coverage of the military intervention.

Daily News

The electronic media had the opportunity to give blow-by-blow
coverage of events as well as specialised current affairs
programmes where analysts would interpret what was happening
for the general public. This role was played largely by foreign
news platforms like NCA, SABC News, CNN and BBC, which
sent correspondents onto the ground to specifically cover the
transition. They also had current affairs programmes that discussed
what was happening in Zimbabwe.

• ED Departure End of ZANU PF era (7/11)
• Fights will not solve Zim economic wars
• Chiwenga’s statement possible meaning,
implications (15/11)
• This is a time for cool heads (16/11)
• Army should facilitate return to civilian rule (16/11)

NewsDay

• Mugabe must manage succession well to ensure
stability (6/11)
• ED sacking creates Mugabe dynasty (8/11)
• Zim faces worst dictatorship should Grace
takeover (8/11)
• ZANU PF fights stall govt progress (9/11)
• Military takeover should be temporary (16/11)
• Real change is what we want (22/11)

This could have been indicative of the lack of media freedom in
the country. Journalists may have decided to censor themselves
for fear of victimization since the existing media laws were yet
to be aligned with the constitution.

References
1 Daily News (22/11/17) Chinamasa must keep quiet, Page 10

While the state controlled media was mum on the issue of the
government setup that should be adopted after Mugabe’s
departure, the privately owned media pushed for a unity
government. However, talk of the unity government lost its legs
when Mnangagwa was inaugurated. The very press that had
called for a government of national unity turned a blind eye and
accepted a Mnangagwa led ZANU PF government.

BY PAT IENC E ZIRIM A

Lack of investigation
During the intervention, there was a tendency by the local media
to rely solely on official statements and ‘leaks’ from people who
were ‘privy’ to details of the intervention. There was very little
effort on the part of the media to investigate independently
what was going on. A year after the military intervention, there
has been no follow up on:
1) How the army successfully took over from President Mugabe?
2) Had President Mnangagwa and General Constantino
Chiwenga spoken about the intervention beforehand?
3) The whereabouts and welfare of the ‘criminals’ that had
been targeted by the army.
4) The legality of the military intervention? Was it a coup?
The High Court ruled that it was not, and has noted that Mugabe
resigned voluntarily.
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Election reporting: a defining
moment in the transition
The 2018 elections presented a unique opportunity for
the media and the audience alike. The local media had
received a lot of criticism for their excessive polarity
during the past electoral periods which has been
characterised by hate speech, editorialised content,
sensationalism and plain bias.

A closer look at the statistics from all the news platforms
monitored shows that on average 33 political parties were
covered by each platform, which highlights a bigger challenge
in terms of political parties disenfranchised by each platform.
This means that 40% of the contesting political parties did not
receive any form of publicity on the different news platforms.
The gaps in coverage indicate a lack of planning on the part of
the media to ensure that at least all the political parties have
some form of coverage.

However, this was the first time that eight local commercial radio
stations would be involved in an election of this magnitude.
There was a lot of expectation as to whether they would contribute
to the diversity of election coverage in the country or they would
fall into the trap of polarised coverage that the country
has suffered.

Illusion of plurality
The illusion of plurality presented above is dampened by the
lack of diversity presented by the media in the amount of space
and time allocated to the different political parties. ZANU PF,
MDC Alliance and Independent candidates accounted for 79%
of the total coverage across all the monitored platforms. This
trend prevailed on all the platforms monitored. To put the lack
of diversity into perspective the top 15 political parties covered
accounted for 98% of the coverage.

With an unprecedented 55 political parties and 23 presidential
candidates contesting in the general elections the media had a
daunting task to ensure all the political parties and candidates
would receive equitable coverage in the news as well as in
election related programming in the electronic media in line with
the national constitution, Zimbabwe Electoral Act and Statutory
Instrument 33 of 2008.

As a result of the media’s preoccupation with the main political
parties the electorate was denied an opportunity to learn about
the less known political parties contesting in the election. There
was a serious need for the media to ensure their coverage was
equitable. The definition of equitable coverage is something that
should be defined in the Electoral Act, as it will guide the media
in their representation of political actors.

Significant increase
From the content analysis conducted by Media Monitors even
though there was a significant increase in the number of political
parties that received coverage in the media during the electoral
period, the coverage was not equitable and fell short of the
stipulations of the Electoral Act.
Overall, 53 political parties were featured in the media; this
translates to 96% of the contesting parties. This means that 4%
of the contesting political parties were not featured at all
in the media.
Fig 1: Total coverage of political parties by platform
News platform

Private Press

Public Press

ZBC

National
Local
Commercial Radio Commercial Radio

Number of parties covered

33

38

31

29

34

Number of parties disenfranchised

22

17

24

26
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Fig.2 % space and time allocated to the top 15 political parties on the monitored platforms
Party

Private Press

Public Press

ZBC

National
Commercial Radio

Local
Commercial Radio

Total

ZANU PF

51%

73%

49%

29%

21%

52%

MDC ALLIANCE

34%

20%

7%

22%

23%

20%

INDEPENDENT

3%

1%

4%

15%

27%

7%

MDC-T

3%

1%

3%

7%

3%

3%

APA

1%

0%

6%

3%

6%

3%

PRC

2%

0%

2%

5%

9%

3%

NCA

0%

0%

6%

2%

1%

2%

CODE

0%

0%

2%

2%

2%

1%

BUILD ZIM

0%

0%

1%

4%

3%

1%

PPPZ

0%

1%

2%

0%

0%

1%

NAPDR

0%

0%

3%

0%

0%

1%

UDM

0%

0%

1%

3%

0%

1%

REBUILD ZIM

0%

0%

3%

0%

0%

1%

BCP

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

1%

NEW PF

0%

0%

2%

0%

0%

1%

The tone of coverage for most of the political parties was neutral even though this could not be said for the two main political
parties, ZANU PF and MDC Alliance. The two parties accounted for most of the positive and negative sentiment recorded.
The two parties divided the media. The ruling party received favourable coverage from the state controlled news platforms, which
reported its promises as fact. There was no critique of the feasibility of its promises.
There were also the blurring lines between the party’s campaigns and government activities as some official government events
were covered as ZANU PF campaigns. This gave the party an unfair competitive advantage over the other political parties. In the
government-controlled platforms, MDC Alliance was subjected to a barrage of criticism.

Positive and negative coverage
In the privately-owned media, ZANU PF received most of the positive and negative coverage. In this election the private media was
critical of the MDC Alliance even though the party was given more space in the privately owned media to express their discontent
with the manner in which ZEC was managing the electoral processes.
Generally, the tone of reportage appears to be deeply rooted in the political economy of the media as seen by the negative portrayal
of perceived threats to the incumbent’s hegemonic rule. If the government-controlled media were afforded the editorial independence
to assume their public service mandate, the nature of coverage could have improved.

Women and youth marginalised
Women and youths were marginalised on all media platforms. Women constitute more than half of the country’s population but
they made up just 9% of the sources quoted in the media during the electoral period. They were featured more in the national
commercial radio stations where they made up 16% of the voices recorded.
Women received prominence in issues that mostly affected their lives or those of other women; there was very little coverage
dedicated to how they would contribute to the country’s development at a macro-economic level.
In this election women were subjected to more hate speech. Prominent women like ZEC Chairperson, Priscilla Chigumba, MDC-T
leader Thokozani Khupe and Independent candidate Jessie Majome endured vitriol in both the traditional and social media platforms,
which raised questions around the country’s tolerance for women in politics.
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Gender representation in the media during the electoral period

Research Period

Proclamation

Nomination

Campaigns

Polling & Results

Overall

Public Press

7%

7%

8%

5%

7%

Private Press

9%

14%

6%

3%

8%

ZBC

5%

7%

11%

6%

7%

National Commercial Radio

5%

27%

26%

4%

16%

Local Commercial Radio

1%

21%

5%

5%

8%

% Coverage per research period

5%

15%

11%

5%

9%

News Platform

Youths on the other hand were featured in 4% of the election coverage even though it was reported that the 18-40 age group
constituted 60% of registered voters. It would have been prudent for the media to give more prominence to issues that were of
interest to youths.
However youths were presented as voices of dissent and vessels of political violence. In some instances when issues affecting youths
were discussed, their voices were not heard instead older politicians spoke on their behalf.

Broadcasting mix
During this election, the electronic media made a commendable effort to adhere to the programming variables of election reporting.
There was a healthy mixture of discussions, interviews and direct access programmes which enabled actors from different political
parties to market themselves to the public.
The Electoral Commission together with CSOs like ERC, ZESN and ZimRights had programmes, which fed the electorate with vital
information about the ongoing electoral process. There were however notable challenges that dented the media’s performance.
It was only after nomination that the different news platforms started airing direct access programmes, which gave them very little
time to accommodate all the political parties. Some of the programmes were unfairly moderated by the hosts, which resulted in
some of the political actors refraining from showing up to their programmes.
Women politicians were not prominently featured in election programmes that aired live during primetime (between 6pm
and 10 pm).
There was need for the broadcasters to prerecord their sessions so as not to disadvantage women or any other actors who could
not be in the studio during prime time. In future elections it is imperative for media outlets to make adequate plans to ensure all
political parties are adequately represented on their platforms.
They should also prepare for the possibility that some of the actors will not be in a position to come into the studio.
Political advertising was at its worst during this election. From the adverts observed in the mainstream media it was as though
the election was a one horse race.
The ruling party accounted for 78% of the adverts recorded in the electronic media during primetime and 91% in the monitored
newspapers. This is an indication of the uneven distribution of resources amongst the political parties that were contesting
in the election.
While the ruling party advertised throughout the electoral period, the other parties that carried adverts MDC Alliance and NCA
only did so in the penultimate hour with MDC Alliance having one of its adverts recalled because it violated ZBC’s advertising code.
The advert was eventually aired on 27 July. There appears to be a serious need for the media outlets to review their advertising
rates in-order to ensure the average candidate can advertise on their platforms.
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Social media in Zimbabwe’s
political transition

Picture Credit: Google Images

This paper dwells on the impact of social media in the
production and dissemination of news and information
during Zimbabwe’s transition from; Robert Mugabe’s
‘one-man rule’ to, Emmerson Mnangagwa’s ‘two-men
rule’. Mugabe ruled the landlocked country for close
to four decades during an era in which, the media was
tightly controlled and conflated into a, state media
vs. private media paralysis. His ouster in November
2017 paved the way for his entrusted henchman and
enforcer Mnangagwa with the aid of the military to
succeed him. The long awaited transition caught many
unawares particularly, state media outlets that failed
to adequately report on the intervention. The military
used the propaganda machinery to great effect in
propagating the political transition. In this commotion;
social media platforms became the preferred source
of news and information. This paper looks at the impact
of social media platforms as; producers and
disseminators of news during Zimbabwe’s political
transition from; Mugabe to Mnangagwa.
The emergence of social media in the last decade has not only
challenged traditional or mainstream media (print, radio and
television) but also; given new meaning to the way contemporary
media produces and disseminates news and information.
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Media studies protagonist Marshal McLuhan, correctly predicted
the impact of social media in the 1960s. McLuhan (1964:7)
observed; “Any medium amplifies or accelerates existing
processes and introduces a change of scale, or pace, or shape,
or pattern, into human association, affairs and action resulting
in psychic and social consequences”. The assertion is testament
to the impact of social media on mainstream media and
audiences hence, its effect on the production and distribution
of news and information.
Today, social media is influencing human interactions and, how
these interactions in turn affect the news product both; in
perceived democracies and non-democracies alike. In the United
States, the Trump presidency has battled many fronts on social
media since assuming office. Top-level resignations; the role
of Russia in U.S. elections and, controversial immigration policies
have played-out on social media. President Donald Trump2
himself, has taken to the micro-blogging site Twitter, on
numerous occasions to engage the global citizenry.
In Zimbabwe, upon assuming office, President Mnangagwa3
opened Twitter and Facebook accounts to engage citizens. “I
want to hear the views of all Zimbabweans. Facebook helps
me do this. In the new Zimbabwe, we must engage all people
more than ever”4, Mnangagwa enthused at the time. As he
tightened his grip on power in the backdrop of reports of
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attrition with his deputy, Gen (Rtd) Constantino Chiwenga,
the tone changed.
This paper focuses on the impact of social media as the country
has had a highly controlled and contained media environment.
Social media has emerged as the preferred source of news for
many, prior, during and predictably, in the aftermath of the
ongoing political transition.

The November 2017 military intervention
Zimbabwe’s mainstream media largely dominated by statecontrolled outlets such as; Zimpapers Group6 and, Zimbabwe
Broadcasting Corporation (ZBC)7, were caught in a ‘catch-22’
situation following the military intervention. Both organisations
were central in cementing Mugabe’s long sapping rule as-wellas, being used by warring factions of the ruling ZANU-PF party.
Further, the private or independent press was also caught
napping by the military action which was; swift, brazen,
calculated and, choreographed.
The action involved capturing strategic government institutions
such as; Government Complex, Munhumutapa Building (which
houses the offices of the presidium) and Parliament. ZBC was
used to beam first live, Lt. Gen. Sibusiso Moyo informing the
nation that; “Firstly, we wish to assure our nation, His Excellency,
the President of the Republic of Zimbabwe, and Commanderin-Chief, of the Zimbabwe Defence Forces, Cde. R.G. Mugabe
and his family, are safe and sound and their security is
guaranteed. We are only targeting criminal around him who
are committing crimes that are causing social and economic
suffering in the country in order to bring them to justice”8.
The broadcast was intermittently, repeated as normal
programming was replaced by videos of liberation war songs
by various artists. The first shades of daylight revealed how
the army had moved battle tanks and other military hardware
into the streets of Harare.

to extinguish the jamboree for opposition suporters.

2018 general elections
The watershed poll was the first in nearly two decades in
which, long time adversaries, Robert Mugabe and, the late
Morgan Tsvangirai, were not contesting. Following a long battle
with cancer of the stomach, the opposition strongman,
succumbed to the disease early in the year. Tsvangirai’s death
had been declared well before it happened on various social
media platforms.
Numerous Whatsapp messages had circulated purporting
Tsvaingirai’s demise. As these messages were circulating,
surreptitious manoeuvres were happening behind the
scenes as ambitious members jostled to succeed him.
Tsvangirai’s death saw the country’s main opposition split for
the third time in its two decades of existence. The battle for
the soul of opposition politics was happening in an election
year and, ZANU-PF watched in glee as the drama unfolded on
social media.
Social media played an important role in covering Chamisa’s
campaign whose nationwide campaigns had a live feed on
Facebook Live.
For the first time an opposition leader had better coverage of
their campaign. The state controlled mediums duly covered
Mnangagwa’s round the country rallies. Mnangagwa and
ZANU-PF enjoyed overwhelming coverage of their electoral
activities on state media much, in the same vein as during
Mugabe’s tenure.
Research by Media Monitors found that; “unequal coverage
of political parties, candidates and gender”, showed bias of
state media in the run up to the July plebiscite. Inevitably,
Mnangagwa won the presidential poll, albeit marginally,
garnering 50.6% votes, compared to Chamisa’s 44.3%.

Current economic crisis
The polarised media environment opened the way for social
media to begin peddling numerous stories about the goings
on. Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Whatsapp became
the first choice for news among information starved
Zimbabweans.
Members of the defeated ZANU-PF faction alleged to have
coalesced around Mugabe such as Prof. Jonathan Moyo, Saviour
Kasukuwere and Mugabe’s nephew, Patrick Zhuwao skipped
the country. Moyo and Zhuwao took to Facebook and Twitter
to highlight their displeasure at the manner Mugabe had been
dethroned.
Zimbabweans welcomed the military intervention and social
media made headway in capturing the nation’s short lived joy
and jubilation at the turn of events. The general elections were
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Social media upped the tempo in its coverage of the postelection period. Zimbabwe remained in election mode as;
opposition leader (Nelson Chamisa) challenged the poll outcome
in court and, President Mnangagwa established, a Commission
of Inquiry into post-election violence that, claimed at
least six lives.
The elections seemed to have ignited a downward spiral in the
country’s economy. Prices of goods and services rocketed up.
Soon shortages of basic commodities and fuel ensued giving
Mnangagwa a rocky start to his tenure. Social media was abuzz
with news and information pertaining to the economic crisis.
In response, government officials such as; Prof. Mthuli Ncube
(Finance Minister) and, Dr. John Mangudya (Reserve Bank
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Governor) took turns to castigate social media for peddling
‘fake news’9 to the detriment of the economy. Mnangagwa
himself, had become a social media frenetic. The President was
quick to take to Twitter and Whatsapp, at events that did
not require national discourse. “Let us all work hard to build
a new Zimbabwe, even on the weekend. Think outside the box.
Work without the clock”, Mnangagwa tweeted on December
10, 2017.

and, has tweeted more than, 38 000 messages. This makes Trump
one of the world’s most followed personalities on social media.
3

President Mnangagwa has more than 268 000 followers on Twitter.

4

https://www.techzim.co.zw/2017/12/president-emmersonmnangagwa-now-on-social-media

5

Public Order and Security Act (POSA) and, Access to Information and
Protection of Privacy Act (AIPPA) are draconian writs that have kept
the media under lock and key in the country. Add to that, archaic
colonial laws such as the 1972 Defence Act, which, forbids the media
reporting on military activities in the country.

6

Zimpapers Group is a diversified media company with interests in;
print, radio, television and online platforms. During the Mugabe-era
the group played a significant role in propping-up the dictatorship
thus, becoming a strategic cog in the country’s propaganda machinery.

7

ZBC operates the country’s only television station and, six radio
stations that, regurgitate news and information among themselves
in support of Mugabe (now Mnangagwa) and ZANU-PF.

8

https://www.scribd.com/document/364481100/Full-Statement-FromZimbabwe-Military-on-Situation-in-Zimbabwe

9

Term used to describe unconfirmed reports on social media.

Speaking to The Herald, Mnangagwa observed; “The social
media is driving deliberate panic buying of fuel and other
commodities.
In turn, the Zimbabwe Independent newspaper criticised
Mnangagwa for not taking responsibility for the
economic crisis.

Conclusion
This paper gives a social media perspective in the coverage of
news during Zimbabwe’s political transitional period captured
in three monumental events: the military intervention; 2018
Harmonised elections; and, current economic crisis.
In all these events, social media assumed a commanding role
in the production and distribution of news and information.
Various social media platforms upstaged the more established
mainstream media in being first with the story, despite many
people maintaining scepticism as to the validity and authenticity
of the reported stories. Facebook Live, was extensively used by
opposition leader Nelson Chamisa to cover his rallies. The
platform, granted an opposition leader access to millions of
voters in ways never seen before.
The leading candidates, Emmerson Mnangagwa (ZANU-PF)
and Chamisa (MDC Alliance) both; effectively used Twitter and
Facebook platforms to deride each other as-well-as, entice
would-be voters.
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Effect of obtaining media laws on
the media and its reportage

Picture Credit: Google Images

While a number of aspects contribute to the performance
and the state and quality of media reportage,
Zimbabwe’s legal framework continues to have a huge
effect.
This has been the case since the introduction of laws such as
the Broadcasting Services Act [Chapter 12:06] (BSA) in 2001,
the Access to information and Protection of Privacy Act [Chapter
10:27] (AIPPA) in 2002, and the Criminal Law Codification and
Reform Act [Chapter 9:23] in 2005.
Over the years, laws such as AIPPA and the BSA have been
amended but some of their provisions continued to hamper
rather than promote journalistic enterprise despite the coming
into force of the 2013 Constitution which amongst other ideals,
guarantees freedom of expression and of the media and access
to information.
These rights now include key aspects such as the protection of
the confidentiality of journalists’ sources of information, freedom
of establishment for broadcasting and electronic media as well
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as the requirement that licensing procedures for broadcasting
and electronic media should be “necessary” to regulate
the airwaves.
The Constitution also requires that state media be independent
of control by government or political or commercial interests
and that it has editorial independence; impartiality and fair
opportunity for representation of divergent voices and dissenting
opinions. All these rights are yet to be reflected in the laws and
the effect of the laws on the media is evidenced in a number
of ways including the following:

1. Criminalisation of expression and self-censorship
One serious and perhaps underrated effect of the obtaining
media law framework is self-censorship, arising from the everpresent threat of criminal offences relating to journalistic
enterprise. Provisions such as section 64 and 80 of AIPPAfor
example, which contain offences arising from publication of
information,arguably continued to instil self-censorship in the
media during the period under review [November 2017 to
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November 2018 ]. Of particular concern, are sections 64 (a) (ii),
64 (c) (ii) and section 80 (1) (a) (ii) and 80(c) (ii) which criminalise
the publication of false information which is injurious to the
rights and reputation of other persons.
While any harm caused by the work of the media should be
redressed, it is the manner in which this is done that is of concern.
It is now settled law that criminalizing falsity and defamation
is unreasonable and a disproportionate solution to curing harm
caused and unconstitutional as held by the Supreme Court in
the case of Chimakure & Kahiya v The AG.1 In this case,
the Deputy Chief Justice Luke Malaba (as he then was)
stressed the effect of criminalization of freedom of expression
on the media stating that:
“A strong Constitutional protection of freedom of
expression cannot tolerate the imposition of selfcensorship on free speech and the press through fear
of lengthy sentences of imprisonment for offences of
publishing or communicating false news.”
While these and other provisions criminalising expression are
less used to detain and arrest journalists compared to the years
past, their mere existence is censoring enough and arguably
continues to limit journalistic expression.

2. Arbitrary arrests/detention and harassment
Notably, the number of arrests and detention of journalists has
decreased over the years. While this is a commendable trend,
cases of arrests and detentions of the media in the course of or
resulting on their work continued during the period under review
curtailing the media’s ability to fully exercise their media freedom.
Aside from the formerly resorted to provisions such as the now
defunct section 96 [criminal defamation] and sections 31 and
33 which criminalise the publication or communication of false
statements prejudicial to the State or which undermine the
authority of or insult President respectively, free journalistic
enterprise is often curtailed by the preferment of an assortment
of charges in terms of the Criminal law Code, usually aimed at
stopping journalists from covering certain events.
These sanctions include general offences such as “criminal
nuisance 2 ”and “disorderly conduct in a public place. 3
In September 2018 for example, Journalist Conrad Gweru was
arrested and charged for the latter offence, for taking photographs
of the Police at a road traffic accident scene.
MISA-Zimbabwe4on the other hand, reports of 7 cases of
arrests/detention of journalists in 2017 and 2018 as well. While
the cases may seem less compared to periods prior to that, the
continued use of laws to curtail journalistic work continued to
affect the media
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3. Lack of editorial independence and balanced
programming in broadcasting
The Zimbabwe Broadcasting Corporation’s [ZBC] content and
output continued to be a talking point for perceived biased
reporting in favour of the ruling ZANU-PF party as well as
government interference with the broadcaster’s editorial
independence. Ongoing monitoring of the ZBC’s programming
appears to give credence to these perceptions. For example,
Media Monitors report that between 31 May and 22 July,
there was a 40% election period coverage of the incumbent
President and ZANU-PF Presidential candidate compared to
11% and 8% for the closest opposition candidates and an 80%
news coverage of ZANU-PF party compared to a 9% coverage
of the MDC Alliance party.5 A look at the ZBC Commercialisation
Act [Chapter 12:01] however, shows that it has inadequate
measures to insulate the ZBC from interference or control nor
to ensure that it affords fair opportunity for the presentation of
divergent and dissenting views as required by the Constitution.
For as long as this persists, the reported and perceived biased
reportage will not be cured, as it remains vulnerable
to interference.

4. Lack of viability and diversity in broadcasting
While the continued introduction of other players in the broadcast
industry is commendable, the television sector in particular,
continued to lag behind due to the lack of competition and
diversity. According to some critics, this “ZBC monopoly has
led to poor quality programs6” as it remains the only
television station viably and widely programming despite the
recent licensing of players such as the Zimbabwe Newspapers
and Alpha Media Holdings in 2018.
The restricted diversity in the television broadcasting sector can
be traced to the licensing structure provided for in section 10
of the BSA which makes the call for licensing discretionary on
the part of the regulator the Broadcasting Authority of Zimbabwe
[BAZ]. The limited diversity in television broadcasting, means
little incentive for ZBC-TV to provide balanced, ethical and quality
programming as noted above.
The BSA thus needs to be reviewed to among other things,
include measures to “ensure” that interested parties have the
freedom to apply for licenses without being stopped by a BAZ
call for licenses which has no timelines at all. Further the BSA
requires additional measures to supportgrowth, diversity and
pluralism in the sector. This should include specified permissible
quotas of foreign investment as well as measures to ensure ease
of doing business from a regulatory point of view. Traditional
broadcasting entities currently face the threat of over the top
media which are increasingly attracting consumers away from
traditional broadcast media which is encumbered by regulatory
requirements that OTTs do not face in the local markets.
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5. Limited access to information by the media
The current access to information framework provided under
AIPPA continued to limit the work and output of the media
through provisions that curtail rather than facilitates access to
information. For example, time frames within which public
bodies are required to respond to information requests are
lengthy and they can also be extended by an unspecified period
while on the other hand, the Act does not prioritise matters
requiring urgent access to information which arguably leads the
media to resort to other sources of information. This poses a
risk to required authentic and quality reportage.
The Act also doesn’t provide for access to information held by
non-public bodies as envisaged in section 62(2) of the
Constitution, limiting the sources of information that the media
can resort to in terms of this law.
While the media has to await the stated time frames for obtaining
information through AIPPA, social media on the other hand is
constantly disseminating information at a fast pace rendering
traditional media irrelevant to some extent. The existence of a
legal framework that facilitates rather than curtails access to
information is a critical measure to promoting ethical reportage
and viability of the media industry.

BY JAC KI E C HI KAKAN O
Jacqueline Chikakano is a media and human rights lawyer and
researcher with the Centre for Applied Legal Research

Conclusion
While the obtaining laws affect the media differently, they
collectively impact on the extent to which the constitutionally
guaranteed media freedom and related rights are enjoyed by
the media and on the quality of media products produced.
Reforms to laws such as the BSA, AIPPA and the ZBC
Commercialisation Act to align them with the Constitution and
with regional and international standards, are critical. Also
important, is the need for improved appreciation of the scope
of media related rights by law enforcement amongst other
stakeholders, as lack of such is perpetuating their violation to
the detriment of the media.
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Safety and Security of Journalists
and Media Professionals

Picture Credit: Google Images

The right to free expression - and by extension, media
freedom - holds a hallowed place in any healthy
democracy. It champions truth and is the foundation on
which sustainable democracies are built, underpinning
the age-long adage: democracy is the rule of the people,
by the people and for the people.
It is the lifeblood of societal discourse.
This paper will devote itself to the question of safety and security
of journalists during the transitional period events from the
November 2017 military intervention, through the 2018 elections
and the current economic crisis.
The nature of the media profession makes journalists and media
practitioners subject to heightened risks and targeting more
than others exercising the same right of freedom of expression
and opinion, especially during elections and related
political transitions.
As an International Federation of Journalists (IFJ) handbook on
the Principles of Journalism For Publishers, Broadcasters
and Governments notes, this is particularly so since the
“election period is a test of political commitment
to democracy…a time the impulse to manipulate
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media and control information is strongest among
ruling parties and political leaders running office.”
This naturally puts the profession of journalism to the
ultimate test.
The Zimbabwe Union of Journalists (ZUJ), which represents more
than 700 journalists across the country and across the public
and private media divide, strongly believes in the exercise of free
journalism and insists that journalists should be allowed to report
stories in social and professional conditions that respect the
need to be free of intimidation and undue influence. Going by
past experience, this means being able to survive, avoid beatings,
injury, and incarceration, among others.
It is therefore difficult to exclusively talk about journalists’ safety
and security without first taking stock of the operating
media environment.

Operating environment
An enabling operating environment ensures journalists operate
without hindrance, without fear of victimisation, beating, of
being forced to reveal their sources, of being imprisoned or killed
for simply doing their work. It entails media practitioners being
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allowed to do their work with minimum interference. It also
means beating back Zimbabwe’s plethora of bad laws that
threaten journalists’ rights to connect and communicate, and to
support new journalistic efforts in all their forms. In short, it
demands that the media’s noble role as the watchdog of society
is taken seriously by society and buttressed at law.
But did the established media environment in the country provide
those guarantees during the transitional period events that
comprise the November 2017 military intervention, the 2018
elections and the current economic crisis?
Not really. There continued to exist plenty of mechanisms for
controlling journalists and the media in Zimbabwe.
For a start, there were no media reforms to align the legal
framework with fundamental rights in the Zimbabwean
constitution that have a direct bearing on the operations of the
media, chiefly Sections 61 and 62, which amply guarantees the
rights to media freedom, freedom of expression and access to
information respectively. This means Journalists continued to
operate under repressive media spaces underscored by laws
such as Access to Information and Protection of Privacy Act
(AIPPA), Public Order and Security Act (POSA), the Broadcasting
Services Act (BSA) and Interception of Communications Act,
among others.
There was even greater threat of more repressive legislation in
new media spaces, especially in the form of the proposed Draft
Computer and Cyber bills, including the new Ministry of
Information Communication Technology and Cyber Security. The
arrest of American journalist Martha O’Donovan on November
2 2017 on charges of abuse of social media for retweeting a
tweet insulting then President Robert Mugabe was a timely
chilling reminder of the pitfalls that potentially lay ahead
for journalists.

Economic front
On the economic front, the media industry has suffered greatly
from little investment. This has led to a poorly paid workforce
and massive retrenchments in newsrooms. These developments
have fostered a breeding ground for all sorts of malpractices,
compromising ethical and professional standards and the safety
of journalists. Thus, the current economic challenges the country
is facing and the lack of a properly regulated working environment,
has led media journalists to live a life of poverty compromising
both their safety and professionalism as professionalism barely
thrives in an poverty-filled environment.
ZUJ’s 2018 pre-election training programme held across the
country to help strengthen the capacity of journalists to cover
elections saw some journalists admiting to violating ethical
practices by accepting gifts and bribes to sustain their livelihoods.
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Victimisation of journalists
Extra-judicial actions such as harassment, assault and victimisation
of journalists mostly by state security agents and politicians also
continued unabated.
Even as the army intervened in November 2017 to end the 37
year rule of former President Mugabe, there was warning to the
media to report “responsibly”. Perhaps it was no wonder
then that the media were slow in keeping the public up to date
on developments soon after the military takeover. For example,
ZTV largely responded to the military intervention by playing
political revolutionary songs during most of the morning of
November 15 2017 and offered little insight into what
was happening.
According to a Media Monitors report, Reporting on the Transition,
a “constrained media” characterised by, among others,
hostile media laws, state control of the media and “worrisome
reports of media capture”, especially “in light of
ZANU PF factional fights that led to the military
intervention in November” undermined the professional,
safety, and ethical conduct of journalists.
Said the report: “The cumulative effect of these
challenges was seen in the way the media in
Zimbabwe reported on the events in November
2017, and will most likely impact on reporting
trends as Zimbabwe enters the transitional period
ahead of the elections.”
So much has been made about the election environment as
being peaceful compared to previous elections. Still, concerns
around journalists’ safety abound.
While cases of media violations admittedly decreased by
approximately more than half from a high of 26 cases recorded
in 2016 to about 10 cases ZUJ recorded in the period under
review, the jury is still out on whether government would finally
adopt a more open environment policy for the media.
In fact, the 10 cases of violations recorded in the period under
review is an unacceptably high figure, especially in light of the
progressive constitutional changes in the bill of rights that
guarantees freedom of the media in tandem with the right to
free expression and access to information.
During the run-up to the July 30 elections, some journalists
continued to fall prey to mostly extra-judicial measures by
politicians. For example, Newsday (July 14, 2018) reported the
Zimbabwe Defence Forces director of public relations, Colonel
Overson Mugwisi, as singling out reporters Siphosami Malunga,
Richard Chidza, Snodia Mawupeni and Blessing Mashaya for
“bad and mischievous reporting” at a Press conference
held in the same month at Defence House in Harare. The report
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viewed the statement as a “threat to journalists and an
attempt to muzzle the Press from exposing the
ills of the military”.
Besides this, there were two other cases of extra judicial actions
recorded in the run-up to the polls. These comprised the assault
of NewsDay reporter Blessed Mhlanga by Deputy Finance
Minister and ZANU PF MP Terence Mukupe during a live broadcast
programme on a local radio station; and the threatening and
harassment by a ZANU PF youth member of Miriam Mangwaya,
a reporter with a local weekly newspaper.
Otherwise, the remaining seven cases - all committed by state
security agents except for one that recorded the MDC Alliance
as the perpetrator - were committed in the post-election period,
a development that reignites fresh questions about the authorities’
commitment to a fully free and functional media under the
new dispensation.
At the 2016 National Journalism and Media Awards (NJAMA)
dinner President Mnangagwa, then Vice President and guest of
honour at the awards, pontificated at great lengths about the
important role of the media and how this importance had been
buttressed at law via the constitution, and urging the media to
fulfil its “role without fear, favour or apology”.

BY E RI C M ATI N G O
Eric Matingo is the project manager at the Zimbabwe Union of
Journalists (ZUJ). He is a journalist by profession and has worked in
various capacities in the media, holding such positions as reporter,
news editor and editor, among others.

Similarly, guest of honour at the 2018 NJAMA, Information,
Media and Publicity Minister Monica Mutsvangwa appealed for
journalists to be allowed to do their “work in an
environment of safety and security”.
Said Mutsvangwa: “The days when ZUJ and
government are at loggerheads are over. We have
entered a new dispensation, an alliance where
we are both stakeholders in our industry”, adding:
[never again] will my ministry be perceived as a
media hangman.”
The media certainly hopes so. Indeed it is time for government
to walk the talk and remove all the laws and systems that have
been used to suppress a free media environment in the country.
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A gender perspective on the
inclusivity of the media during
the transitional period
How did Zimbabwe’s media fare in covering women
during the political transition from former President
Robert Mugabe’s rule to President Mnangagwa’s “new
dispensation”?

This is not an academic question.
Inclusivity is a critical component of democracy that the media
should incorporate in their reportage. This tenet compliments
journalism’s principles of fairness and balance which ethically
bind all journalists. Inclusivity entails that diverse perspectives
on issues are assimilated into the news.
One of the primary predictors of inclusivity is on the basis of
gender. In Zimbabwe approximately 52% of the population are
women, ideally this proportion should be reflected in the
prominence and voice distribution patterns of the media. This
has however not been the case during Zimbabwe’s transition
since women’s voices have been under represented on all news
platforms. Their perspectives have been undermined in terms of
visibility and how they have been portrayed.

election related issues.
It is worth noting that coverage of these women was mostly
event based while men’s voices were heard more in issue based
reports. The transition was especially unfriendly to women leaders
who sought to assume positions of authority as they were
subjected to hate speech and politically motivated violence.
Aspiring presidential and national assembly candidates; Joice
Mujuru, Thokozani Khupe, Jessie Majome and Fadzayi Mahere
were verbally abused. Most of the vitriol against them originated
from social media platforms. These attacks did not inspire women
to take part in political discussions but rather forced them to
recline into their shell and shun political dialogue.

Challenging hate speech
The mainstream media made a commendable effort to challenge
the use of hate speech and violence against women. Through
radio programmes on CapiTalk FM and Star FM women shared
their experience with political violence and other election
related challenges.

Missing voices

Marginalisation

During Zimbabwe’s political transition the perspectives of women
have been missing in the media.

One of the major challenges in the manner in which women
were portrayed was in the subjects in which they were featured.
While men from across the political divide proffered solutions
to solve Zimbabwe’s macro-economic problems, women were
featured in developments that were targeted at developing the
country at subsistence level.

A report produced by Media Monitors (MM) on the media’s
coverage of the November 2017 military transition showed that
women’s voices were heard in 16% of the stories on the transition.
This figure declined to 9% during the 2018 electoral period.
This indicates the male centric nature of the local media’s sourcing
patterns. The women who were visible in the news were mostly
politicians including, Grace Mugabe, before the ouster of her
husband, former President Robert Mugabe; former Vice President
Joice Mujuru and Auxillia Mnangagwa, wife to President
Mnangagwa, among a few others.
During the electoral period, ZEC Chairperson, Justice Priscilla
Chigumba was prominently featured in the news speaking on
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To put this into perspective, whilst President Mnangagwa’s
campaign was anchored on creating new business opportunities
for the country by commissioning multi-million dollar projects,
other women candidates were pushing for women empowerment
through poultry and gardening projects. During the election
campaign period, only two women were able to post political
adverts in the mainstream media (Independent candidates, Jessie
Majome and Fadzayi Mahere).
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Missed opportunity
The media missed the opportunity to highlight the glaring resource
gap between men and women which contributed to their
exclusion. Women and men were presented differently in the
media. On radio for example, the researcher observed that whilst
male candidates spent most of their airtime discussing their
manifestos, women candidates were questioned about their
private life which did not benefit their campaign as
much as men.

unfair sourcing patterns and insensitive language. There is also
a serious need for gender sensitization of the newsroom so that
all journalists are aware of the pitfalls of being gender blind as
well as to appreciate the value of gender sensitivity.
Women also need to demand their space in the media. Women
politicians should use their influence to comment on topical
issues like the country’s political transition. Those women who
have not mastered the courage to engage the media should
engage profile coaches to build their confidence and visibility.

The prevailing reporting trends highlight the partriachical nature
of the Zimbabwean society in which men are perceived to be at
the forefront of all issues. During the military transition, the
media was dominated by commentary from male sources and
reports by male journalists. This gave the impression that politics
is a male domain. During the electoral period, male candidates
outnumbered women at all levels of candidacy. It should also
be noted that none of the contesting political party lists submitted
had balanced gender representation. This is one of the issues
that could have been highlighted by the media during the run
up to the elections in order to compel political parties to respect
the spirit of the Constitution with regards to gender equality.
Just like in most aspects of the Zimbabwean society, the newsroom
is also a space dominated by men. Most of the publishers, owners
and editors are men whereas most women assume subordinate
roles as news presenters, DJs or journalists. The newsroom power
dynamics are evident in the issues covered by women and male
journalists. While men appear to contribute to technical beats
like politics and the economy, women report more on soft beats
like social news and human interest stories.

BY S H A RON M A W ONI
Sharon Mawoni is a media practioner with a strong passion for
human rights, poverty alleviation and inclusivity.

Newsroom tradition
Despite many efforts to change this newsroom tradition, it
appears little effort has been made by media houses by way of
policy and structural reform to ensure equal opportunity for men
and women to take up leadership roles in the newsroom. Such
policies would enhance the availability of women’s perspectives
in all issues covered by news outlets.
To improve gender inclusivity in the media, there is need for
media outlets to strengthen their gender policies to ensure they
are in line with the principles of gender representation outlined
in the Beijing Declaration and Platform for Action of 1995 and
the SADC Protocol on Gender and Development of 2009.The
issue of gender balance should be non-negotiable for journalists
as it is an ethical requirement. It must be considered as a
fundamental requirement at the level of news gathering. Editors
and subeditors must enforce the gender policy by identifying
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‘If you want to join politics, please
do so, but quit journalism first’
[1]

There is a global debate on whether journalists who
are active members of a political party can still be
expected to work and report professionally.

professional jobs in the private media.

Three state media journalists -- Tendai Munengwa, Andrew
Neshamba and Garikai Mazara of the public-funded Zimbabwe
Broadcasting Corporation and The Sunday Mail -- abandoned
their workstations to present themselves as candidates in
primary elections ahead of the 2018 general elections. They
lost and trooped back to their respective newsrooms and
continued with their journalism work without batting an eyelid.

Many young journalists love the scent of power and its allure
and wish to emulate those who have crossed the divide between
politics and journalism.

They are hardly the first journalists to have done so in
Zimbabwe’s history. Quite a number of those who have, have
met success and become the role models of lots of
young journalists.
Kindness Paradza (Zanu PF, Makonde West) has been a
parliamentarian for more than 15 years and has gained national
esteem as chairman of the parliamentary committee on foreign
affairs where he lives a jet-set life. He has also become a
successful farmer, thanks to the land reform programme that
began at the turn of the millennium and saw land being
expropriated from white farmers and given to indigenous
blacks. He was a beneficiary of that process.
Supa Mandiwanzira (Zanu PF, Nyanga South) has gained fame
and fortune from politics becoming a government minister and
a successful businessman. He rose from being a ZBC anchorman
to becoming one of the most visible business personalities. His
business empire straddles media, farming and construction.
He runs a radio station and publishes a business newspaper.
Before these two, popular broadcaster James Makamba left
journalism at independence to join politics. He became very
rich and at one time had a controlling stake in Telecel, the
third largest mobile phone services provider.
Obert Mpofu has also had a rewarding career in politics rising
at one time to the presidium of the ruling Zanu PF party and
heading the powerful ministry of home affairs. His business
empire straddles tourism, transport and property.
Over the last 10 years, we have also seen Energy Bara and
celebrated veteran Zimbabwean journalist Geoff Nyarota
standing for elections for the opposition Movement for
Democratic Change (MDC), losing and bouncing back to their
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Lure of power

But at what cost to the profession of journalism?
It is a fact the public broadcaster ZBC had an arrangement
with Munengwa and Neshamba that allowed them to return
to work in the event that they lost the election. They both
contested the Mt. Darwin South primary election and lost. The
same arrangement also applied to Mazara at The Sunday
Mail who contested the Guruve South constituency.
But this raises lots of ethical issues. can these journalists adhere
to the codified ethics of journalism[2], namely
1. Accuracy;
2. Impartiality; and
3. Fairness?
This cannot be because a combine of politics and journalism
undermines the principles underlying [3] journalism ethics,
namely
1. Providing reliable information for responsible public debate;
2. Holdings officials accountable; and
3. Informing decisions of the electorate.
At the material time Mazara was Features and Opinions editor
of the highest circulating newspaper in the country which
means he controlled the newspaper’s political thrust. Munengwa
and Neshamba were senior reporters on the country’s only
television broadcaster which meant their voices were flighted
into every home in the country.

Journalists and politicians
Writing in his essay titled: “The relationship between journalists
and politicians”, internationally renowned journalist and media
strategy consultant David Brewer says, “In democracies, the
role of the journalist is supposed to be to inform the public
debate so that the audience can make educated choices.”
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But is that possible when the journalist becomes partisan?

the story.

For one to contest a Zanu PF primary election he/she should
have been a member of the party for at least five years beginning
at the grassroots level. It is clear therefore the journalists cited
above have belonged to the ruling party for several years at
the very least and for the time they have belonged to the party
they have used their positions to promote partisan interests.
It can be concluded therefore that the three journalists used
their jobs to promote the line of the ruling party and position
themselves for power. It follows they were compromised.

Third is the buddy journalist. This one becomes a close
friend to the politician and rarely questions their position, often
taking the stance that the politician is right regardless of any
evidence to the contrary. The buddy journalist is easily
manipulated.

Writing in his blog post titled “Why I said no to joining politics
(and why journalists should say no too)” [4] about a prominent
Indian journalist who crossed the divide, Rajdeep
Sardesai says:
“Granted, journalists are human and have a right to carry
political opinion. But when any individual joins a party he
ceases to be an ‘independent’ voice and a journalist sans
independence who cannot tell truth to power is a non-sequitur.
Once a journalist enters the political domain he or she sheds
any pretence at independent journalism.”
But the journalist who crosses the floor into politics and back
is hardly the only one open to manipulation by politicians.
Many Zimbabwean journalists have assumed the role of
embedded politicians in the newsrooms.

Seven types of journalists
Brewer [5] identifies seven types of journalists whose work is
influenced by politics much to the detriment of
their professionalism.
The first is what he calls the hunter. This journalist tracks
politicians down relentlessly. Follows any trail. This journalist
never gives up until they have their prey. They are driven and
won’t believe the politician, even when the politician is telling
the truth. The hunter journalist can often lack perspective and
objectivity. Their contribution to enhancing the understanding
of the audience is questionable.
In Zimbabwe, the hunter can be found in both the public and
private media and is the crusader for the polarization that has
haunted Zimbabwean media for decades.

In Zimbabwe this kind of journalist is the apostle of “brown
envelope journalism”. He/she takes bribes!
The fourth is the possession journalist. He/she is owned
by the politician through compromise and over-familiarity.
He/she is likely to publish anything the politician wants with
no questions asked. This journalist is little more than an unpaid
member of the politician’s public relations team. They enjoy
name-dropping and being seen as connected to the influential.
Fifth is the party-member journalist. This one does his/her
best to hide their allegiance, but can’t help it showing through
in their tone, story choice and their ability (or inability) to ask
the searching question. The party member journalist will spend
a lot of time rubbishing the political opinions of those with
whom they disagree. They can be spotted by their enthusiasm
for a story that other, less-compromised, journalists fail to see.
They will defend that story choice against all logical reasoning.
Sixth is the comfortable journalist, the “I’ll scratch your
back, you scratch mine” journalist. His/her view is why fight
when you can both have a profitable and easy life? Who will
know? This journalist sees their job as a chore that serves only
to provide the means to exist. Usually enjoys fine wine and
good food and is available to all parties to woo. The comfortable
journalist sees this as being fair, impartial and objective.
Finally is the constructive journalist. He/she is manipulated
by those who fear probing, rigorous and sceptical journalism.
He/she is pressured into self censorship due to senior and peergroup pressure to take a positive view of news. This could lead
to the “constructive journalist” becoming little more than a
public relations machine having been stripped of their role in
scrutinizing, questioning, and holding the powerful to account.
The constructive journalist allows those with something to hide
to keep their secrets and becomes a messenger for those who
are setting the “constructive” and “positive” news agendas.

Who then is the true journalist?
The second is the activist; the kind of journalist committed
to a cause and would fight any politician who is against that
cause while supporting any politician who backs the cause.
This journalist can be blinkered and one-dimensional. He/she
finds it hard to be objective because he/she realizes that
offering another perspective may weaken the angle he/she
wishes to push. The activist journalist enjoys being seen as the
martyr and often risks becoming the story rather than covering
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Brewer posits the true journalist is, “Free from party ties, has
integrity and can’t be bought, is passionate about informing
the public debate, seeks the truth, reports objectively and fairly,
and includes multiple perspectives even those they dislike. Is
prepared to investigate all they hold dear. Sees nobody as
being beyond reproach and is realistic about human nature.
The true journalist seeks the truth.”
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Brewer concludes: “What is clear is that the relationship
between journalists and politicians can have a significant
impact on the functioning of a fair and just society. Politicians
make decisions and take action on behalf of the public.
Journalists scrutinize those decisions and report the implications
to the public.”
Zimbabwean journalism has reached its own “post-truth” era.
It is highly polarized with journalists taking sides in the country’s
intractable political conflict. The public media fights tenaciously
in the corner of the ruling Zanu PF party while the private
media has taken the opposition’s fight as its brief. This has
debased all newsrooms into extension of political party
commissariat departments. It explains how some journalists
can walk into politics and back into journalism without shame.
But this has resulted in the public antagonism towards journalists
and journalism. Journalists in Zimbabwe are now regarded as
liars who have abrogated their responsibility to tell the truth.
A 2014 survey by the Ministry of Information, Media and
Broadcasting Services adequately trapped the thinking of the
general populace. The Information and Media Panel of Inquiry
(IMPI) steered by veteran journalist Geoffrey Nyarota, among
other observations established that:
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“Polarization has also compromised the ethical standards of
journalism in the country and the media has therefore fuelled
the polarized environment. The media in Zimbabwe are generally
regarded by the public as manifestly corrupt and designed for
disinformation, propaganda and information cover-up across
the spectrum. There is no longer a mass media publication that
is widely respected and regarded as factual…” (P19)
Sardesai [6] concludes his blog saying:
“It is my unshaken belief that a professional independent
journalist must remain just that: an observer and chronicler
with strong views but not a player or participant in the tricky
game of politics: if you want to join politics, please do so, but
quit journalism first.”
This calls for journalist to assume a high standard of
professionalism by distancing themselves from politics. A CAJ
report says:
“As chroniclers of history who help citizens make well-informed
choices, working journalists bear the burden of a higher public
expectation that they submit personal bias and political view
to the demands and disciplines of their work. A range of
independent, unencumbered and trustworthy media is a valued
asset in any democratic society.” [7]
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Fake news, disinformation, trolling
and other issues online
Zimbabwe blighted by a “tsunami” of fake news

Picture Credit: Google Images

Zimbabwe has once been described as a country
blighted by a 'tsunami' of fake news since the beginning
of a “new dispensation” following the largely
unexpected or seemingly impossible removal of former
President Robert Mugabe from power after nearly
four decades.
After the initial air-brushing of Mugabe’s ouster in November
2017 as “not quite a coup”, Zimbabwe’s almost endless political
and economic meltdown has left many Zimbabweans now
increasingly referring to the 2017 events as a coup since the
military played a central role.
Increased access to social media platforms such as WhatsApp,
Facebook and Twitter, among others, have fuelled the spread of
fake news now compared with violent winds which cause massive
destruction and displacement.

and death of founding MDC-T president Morgan Tsvangirai as
well as the deepening economic decline that has brought about
a variety of hardships.
Expectations were initially very high that the new president and
the recycled ruling Zanu(PF) party stalwarts would bring about
rapid development.
With “fake news” being generally a description of stories that
are false, but have tremendous popular appeal and are shared
quite extensively.
The period since November 2017 has been ripe for such content
largely due to polarisation in the media, with a public media
which praises the government and a private media which casts
doubt on almost everything done by the ruling establishment.

Caught in the middle
Fake news rose towards the looming of first elections under a
new political order with President Emmerson Mnangagwa at
the helm, the leadership vacuum caused by the incapacitation
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Civil society is usually caught between for trying to advocate for
laws and rights which are always interpreted by those in power
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as promoting a regime change agenda.
An international commission of inquiry into August 1 postelection violence led by former South African president Kgalema
Motlanthe observed the polarity of the country's media.
Government confirms the existence of a divided media and its
negative effect on ethics and professionalism
Information ministry permanent secretary Nick Mangwana said:
“I think there are polarisation issues which bedevil our media
landscape pitting the anti-establishment media against the progovernment media. This, of course, has lowered the standard of
the output."
“(Zimbabwe’s public broadcaster) ZBC has to monitor its own
viewership and listen to its customers. They should ask themselves
why Zimbabwean viewers trust news about Zimbabwe reported
by their South African counterparts or other stations from
elsewhere outside Zimbabwe,” Mangwana said.
When mainstream media is “slow” in publishing a story about
a hot issue or breaking story, fake news takes over very fast.
Despite its shortfalls, social media should be credited for breaking
critical news stories in the transitional period, especially through
live-streaming where the public broadcaster is nowhere
to be found.
Because it took a long time for Mugabe to tender his resignation
after the surprise coup announcement by the military in November
2017, social media became the biggest and most vibrant source
of information for many people.

Social media players
Social media platforms got dominated by people who claimed
to have well connected sources with inside information about
what was going to happen next.
Fake news also spread that President Mugabe’s wife Grace had
divorced and dumped him over his decision to resign, information
which went to the extent of being cited by some reputable
international news websites.
The websites of L’Obs, Paris Match Belgium and CNews announced
confidently that Grace Mugabe, the very young and ambitious
wife of the ex-President of Zimbabwe, Robert Mugabe - who
fell victim of a palace revolution on the 21st of November after
37 years in power - had filed for divorce, less than a month after
her husband’s fall from power.“She was very upset after her
husband handed over the power to his former Vice-President,”
states the CNews website. The information was allegedly reported
by “local media”, writes L’Obs in an article that became the
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“most read” during the afternoon of December 5th.
After the November coup and with no possibility of the major
political parties Zanu (PF) and MDC forming a government of
national unity most fake news was created around the two
parties hostility towards each other, factionalism and the formation
of a transitional authority.
Some news stories suggested that Mugabe was backing the
National Patritotic Front (NPF) to the extent that he had met
MDC Alliance leader Nelson Chamisa in Dubai in order to forge
a coalition to fight his old party Zanu (PF).
MDC Alliance presidential candidate Nelson Chamisa vehemently
denied the story carried by state owned media titles that he met
former President Robert Mugabe in Dubai.
"The Herald’s fictitious story that I met Mugabe in Dubai, a place
I have never visited in my life, and its hilarious cabinet list
assigned to me; would give everyone a great laugh, only if today
was April fools day. Our SMART focus is to deliver the people’s
will, come 30 July responded Chamisa.
“Propaganda or fake news is not new. It sways and divides
opinion of the masses. It tarnishes public image of the MDCAlliance to benefit Zanu PF whilst the same happens with the
Alliance towards the ruling party” proferred Bekezela Gumbo,
a senior researcher at the Zimbabwe Democracy Institute (ZDI)

ZEC abused
In the run up to July 30 elections, the Zimbabwe Election
Commission (ZEC) distanced itself from a ‘WhatsApp message’
which made the rounds falsely allowing WhatsApp users to cast
a vote for Mnangagwa. On the whole, Zimbabwe elections were
viewed as firmly demonstrating the incursion and perhaps even
gradual institutionalization of fake news as an actor in modern
politics, particularly during national elections.
ZEC, and its top officials, was subject of numerous fake news
on unproven allegations of rigging fuelled by its lack of
transparency on its guidelines and the pace at which presidential
results were being released.This despite public court processes
which ruled differently.
On the economic front social media sites were during the July
30 elections awash with information purportedly issued by the
central Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe (RBZ) announcing a comeback
of the Zimbabwe dollar which was phased out in 2009 due to
hyperinflation. The RBZ immediately dismissed the ever recurring
claim as false and malicious.
The Motlanthe commission of inquiry had its fair share of ridicule
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through fake news, with people questioning the rationale of its
mandate and the integrity of some of its members and support
staff.
A political analyst who followed the commission's live broadcasts
commented:
"Because of some societal divisions which need to be healed in
Zimbabwe some Zanu(PF) testifiers at public televised hearings
did not see many soldiers on the streets on August 1 while their
MDC counterparts said there were not aware of any violent
demonstrations on the same day.
Private individuals have not been spared with a barrage of
damaging fake news. Musicians, actors, sporting personalities
and businesspeople have made numerous headlines on social
media and some untraceable news websites in stories that have
proved to be false.
BY J OH N M A S UKU

Popular Chimurenga music guru Thomas Mapfumo fell victim to
fake news several times before ending his extended exile in the
United States with the advent of the new dispensation.He thus
refuted some homecoming claims prior to that:-

John Masuku,a broadcast journast is the Executive Director of Radio
Voice of the People (VOP). He is also a fellow of the Centre for
Media, Data and Society at the Central European University(CEU),
Budapest Hungary.

"Chimurenga Music Company wishes to dismiss messages and
a video circulating on social media purporting that Thomas
Mapfumo will be performing in Harare in December as fake
news. For the record there is no such show planned, the video
circulating was recorded lwhen Mukanya was travelling to UK
for a show. The posters are not only fictitious but misleading to
millions of our fans in Zimbabwe longing for Mukanya’s Bira in
Zimbabwe. If Mukanya has a show it will be communicated
through official channels".

Is there a solution?
Only time will tell whether the controversial Cyber Security Bill
under consideration will be the saviour in countering fake news
in a free media operating environment.
However, media advocacy organisations such as the Voluntary
Media Council of Zimbabwe (VMCZ), Factchecking platform
ZimFact, Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA Zimbabwe)
and Media Monitors, among others, have a mammoth task of
educating the public and lawmakers about how properly reformed
media laws can minimise fake news and increase trust in the
public news networks.
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Freedom of expression on and
offline still a mirage in post-Mugabe
Zimbabwe
The internet has been recognised as a tool that enables
the promotion of political, social and economic rights
which should be accessible, secure, reliable trustworthy
and capable of transforming the world for the better.
Despite Zimbabwe being a signatory to key international
protocols and laws that recognise freedom of expression such
as United nations Charter, International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights (ICCPR), The Universal Declaration of Human
Rights (UDHR)International Covenant on Economic, social and
Cultural Rights ( ICESCR) and the African Charter on Human
and People’s Rights (ACHPR) and its own Constitution of
Amendment (Number 20) Act in Section 60 and 61, the country
has devised a plethora of strategies to stifle and control the
online space (ZDI and MC:2017). Strategies to stifle internet
freedoms include;
Constitutional provisions attaching “easy-to-abuse”
conditionalities on internet freedoms, Acts of Parliament aimed
at delimiting freedoms, institutionalisation of internet freedoms
( through state ministries, agencies and security forces and
issuing of threats by political leaders in top government positions
(ZDI and MC 2017:2)
Up to this day, these strategies have remained intact despite
the change of the leader of the country.

The post Mugabe period: more of the same
The November 2017 military coup or what has been officially
described as military assisted transition or Operation Restore
Legacy that toppled former president Robert Gabriel Mugabe
from power after 37 years can be described just as a case of
a person jumping out of frying pan into a fire as far as
freedom of expression is concerned. The replacement of the
former president with Emmerson Mnangagwa did not herald
a new frontier in terms of freedom of expression but it continued
with repressive mechanisms and capture of key state institutions
which could be counted upon to enable the enjoyment of the
right to self-expression.
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The military intervention was punctuated by the capture of
broadcasting stations and chilling warnings to the media by
the army to “report responsibly” and reports of harassment of
journalists, including warnings against what was referred to
as “unnecessary movements”.
The new administration that came into power brought more
fear and self-censorship among journalists across the ownership
divide and ordinary citizens as the government has consistently
warned citizens to desist from abusing freedom of expression
without qualifying at what point self-expression becomes abuse
and with the powers-that-be having the monopoly of defining
what constitutes abuse at any particular moment.
Research think-tanks such as Freedom House (2012) have
noted that although the restrictive media environment has
become characteristic of Zimbabwe, internet and mobile phone
interference has been pronounced although the desire by the
government to curb speech that is transmitted through
Information and Communication Technologies (ICTs) has
persisted with arrests being made for comments that are
deemed threatening by the state.
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Worrisome aspects
Other worrisome aspects in terms of off and online freedom
of expression are informed by legislations such as the
Interception of Communication Act 2007 which allows
government to monitor postal, telecommunications and internet
traffic and also requires service providers to intercept information
on behalf of the state. This law invokes fear in citizens and
media workers that they can be tracked and harmed by state
security agents. All this infrastructure is still in place even after
the fall of Mugabe.
The fear is more real now as there is uncertainty of whether
the army or civilians are in charge especially after army generals
have made various statements since November 2017 to the
effect that social media is a national security threat. The events
of August 1, 2018 in which there was brutal crackdown of
protestors in which six (6) civilians were killed and several
others were injured including reports of harassment and assaults
of citizens in residential areas also has the effect of curtailing
freedom of expression due to fear of the unknown. As noted
by Freedom House (2012)

Playing cautiously
Many citizens who use Facebook have restricted themselves
to family chats due to fear of being traced back and journalists
and bloggers who write on sensitive issues online prefer to
use pseudonyms for fear of harassment and reprisals.
Another piece of legislation that also instils fear is the Criminal
Law Codification and Reform Act (CODE) which punishes
anyone for publicly undermining the authority of or insults the
president in any printed or electronic medium with up to 20
years in jail.
Despite the promises of a new dispensation after Mugabe
people still continue to be charged under this law, underlining
the fact that the old order has continued unabated.
Another example of both on and off line violation of freedom
of expression is best illustrated by the recent video of the
harassment and detaining of a journalist, Violet Gonda by
security agents at State House. She was covering a meeting
between President Mnangangwa and the business community
where she was grabbed and her phone taken, ordered to stop
live streaming and switch off the phone (MISA: 2018). This is
a sign that freedom of expression remains a pipe dream for
now in Zimbabwe.
The Media Institute of Southern Africa (MISA - Zimbabwe)
noted this sad development describing it as state sponsored
harassment which mainly targets private and independent
media and an affront to the media freedoms enshrined in the
Constitution of Zimbabwe. According to Freedom House (2017)
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online freedoms continue to be undermined in various ways
including the increased share of the ICT market as government
acquired Telecel and accusations of stifling out other players
like Econet, the appointment of a former director of intelligence
services as director- general of the online regulator the Postal
and Telecommunications Regulatory Authority ( POTRAZ) which
is believed to be part of the plans of a wider move by
government to monitor and restrict online activities.
Some events in July 2016 where Whatsapp was disabled for
several hours during anti - government protests and the
concomitant increase in the cost of mobile date prices by a
whopping 500% were also seen as moves to deny freedom of
expression by curtailing access.
There has been little change, even after the ouster of Mugabe
is no suggestion that self- censorship both online and off line
which was reported to be high (Freedom House 2016 -2017
report) has changed for the better under a regime which was
birthed by the military. The Afrobarometer (2016) indicated
that 86 per cent respondents showed that they do not engage
with leaders due to fear of reprisals although 75 per cent of
them believed that engagement was important. Online and
offline activities are informed by fear of arrests with the
examples of Pastor Evan Mawarire for mobilising citizens under
#ThisFlag and the fact that all SIM cards of mobile phones are
registered in the name of the user which makes their
identification easy.

Government warning
Warning by government under Mugabe that those who abuse
social media and share “subversive” material will face arrests
induced fear and self-censorship among citizens. What is critical
is that under the present regime thinly veiled references to
these sentiment continue to be made every day especially
accusation by the government that social media is to blame
for the panic buying and increase in parallel market rates for
foreign currency and basic commodities. These references if
viewed together with the increasing authoritarian law making
and presidential powers invocation to deal with corruption
and the economic decline will likely further increase fear among
citizens off and online.

Conclusion
In conclusion, it is clear that Zimbabweans are free to enjoy
internet freedoms but face serious repercussions afterwards
and this deters them from enjoying these freedoms. With the
current government fighting an accelerated economic decline,
the propensity for adopting authoritarian tendencies towards
criticism will naturally dispose them to stifle anything viewed
as dissent.
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The authoritarian input of Mugabe’s government and the
repressive laws have not been amended or repealed despite
numerous promises and can be invoked at any given time
hence there is no guarantee that the status quo will change.
While there were no connectivity disruption and social media
blocks in the period after the fall of Mugabe, there are worrying
signs by the new administration especially the launch of the
National Policy on Communications Technology which plans
to centralize control over the country internet backbone, a
carry-over from Mugabe plans in May 2015.

President Mnangagwa speaks on price hikes in Zimbabwe - 01-11-18
...https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kaqE7MqVxT8/{accessed
15/11/2018)
https://www.thezimbabwean.co/2018/01/shocker-mnangagwa-aideb l a m e s - w h a t s a p p - f o r- p r i c e - h i ke s / / { a c c e s s e d 1 6 / 1 1 / 2 0 1 8 )

Another worrying development is that Draft Computer and
Cyber Bill which if passed will further curtail freedom of
expression online coupled with fears that government might
be working with a Chinese company called CloudWalk to
implement a nationwide facial recognition programme ( Freedom
House 2018). Suffice to say that nothing fundamental has
changed in terms of on and off line freedom of expression
except that there were no restrictions and disruptions in 2018
as compared to 2019.
The infrastructure and laws that Mugabe used are still intact
and when pressured the new administration can easily go into
default mode. This is demonstrated by the President Mnangagwa
speech to Zanu PF youth league where he chided them for
being dormant on online platforms when the party and
government is being attacked (02/11/18). This has led to fears
that Mnangagwa’s administration is paying pro-government
commentators on social media to defend and attack opponents
online (Freedom House 2018) which also means that the same
attacks could be orchestrated off line.
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Zimbabwe’s media going forward

Picture Credit: Google Images

From the various observations made in this reflection
volume, there is no doubt that Zimbabwe is standing
at the crossroads.
The government has a choice of tinkering with the law,
paying lip service to the need for change while in reality
it sticks to frustrating a long-running public campaign
for real media freedom.
The other choice is a realisation that government has
a responsibility to create a real conducive environment
in which the media can operate in a vibrant and
professional way that helps Zimbabwe towards
sustainable social and economic growth, democracy
and public accountability across all sectors.
Despite the numerous challenges noted in this publication,
highlighting the media’s limited capacity to effectively contribute
to the critical documentation of Zimbabwe’s political transition,
we have to remain optimistic that the changes required for
a constructive approach are within our collective grasp.
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There is a clear case here that Zimbabwe needs to
promote critical and responsible reportage of its ongoing transition
as well as during elections. This a critical task that goes beyond
the creation the right political environment and legal framework,
but also the commitment of the media to high levels of
professionalism and accountability.
There are expectations that government will consult the media
sector sincerely over its legal reform agenda so that all existing
media laws are aligned with the National Constitution.
In addition to being consultative, there is need to reconcile and
balance the interests of various stakeholders.
This will enable media houses and media personnel to be able
to exercise their journalistic privileges and editorial Independence
as guaranteed in the constitution.
An air tight legal framework will enable journalists to fearfully
conduct their duties without worrying over possible retribution.
This could lead to an environment where the media seeks
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accountability and transparency from duty bearers since their
safety and security will be guaranteed.
For the Zimbabwean media to effectively play its role as the
Fourth Estate, there is need for deeper introspection by media
institutions to reinforce internal quality control systems and
policies that uphold the key journalism tenets of fairness, accuracy
and balance which form the bedrock of the media profession.
Key processes in Zimbabwe’s political transition need to be
reported on objectively so that, citizens of the country, to whom
both government and the media are accountable, have a clear
picture of what their duty bearers are doing to take the
country forward.
The local media needs to strike a balance between event reporting,
analysis and in-depth investigations into governance processes.
Official pronouncements require follow ups to keep track of
timelines of promises that could have been made.
The public has a reasonable expectation of seeing more diversity
of perspectives in the media’s coverage of issues.

BY PRIS IE L S AM U
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sustainable and strategic media development in Zimbabwe.

So far media coverage of many issues has largely been based
on the perspective of politicians, the influential powerful and
corporate leaders. Other social groups have had limited access
to the media.
Gender representation has also been skewed in favour of men.
The lack of diversity in the media’s coverage indicates a major
loophole in the mediation system as it excludes the voices and
perspectives of key stakeholders in the country’s transition. An
inclusive approach to reporting on issues would help give a
wholesome picture of what is happening in the country.
The political economy of the Zimbabwean media has been an
inhibiting factor on the standard of reportage exhibited during
Zimbabwe’s political transition. The state has operational control
of most of the news outlets in the country.
This has been problematic in the sense that the distinction
between the State and the ruling party has been blurred. As
such, political interference at state owned news platforms has
prevented them from fulfilling their public service mandate.
While these stations have an obligation to serve the information
needs of all Zimbabweans, they have not genuinely represented
all interests. There is need for institutional reform at the
government controlled news platforms to put in place mechanisms
that guarantee their editorial Independence.
Going forward, it is critical that the Zimbabwean media truly
recognises it’s responsibility to the majority public and plays
that role honestly and diligently.
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